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ABSTRACT
This handbook takes an up-to-date look at the complex

issues of trusteeship and school governance. Although addressed to
trustees of independent schools, it contains valuable insights and
suggestions for all who serve on boards, in and out of education. The
main topics covered are "Governing Boards," "The Board and the Head
of the School," and "Selecting a New Head and Getting Him Started."
Material new to this edition includes comments on the nature of
trusteeship, orientation of new trustees, evaluation of the school
and of the head's performance, and contractual relationships with the
head. (Author)
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Preface

This handbook, first published in 1964, has been widely used as a refer-
ence and guide by trustees and school heads. A revised edition, published in
1970. reflected changes in the responsibilities and methods of operation of
hoards of trustees that developed during the late 60's. Now, four years later,
we are publishing a third edition, with further revisions and additions
that take into account the impact on schools of the continuing rapid
pace of change. particularly as it has affected institutional governance, an
area of school life that, until recently. has received little attentiot-. or
understanding beyond the stating of a few general principles.

The successful administration of an independent school depends, first
and foremost. upon a sound working relationship between the board of
trustees and its executive, the head of the school. This has always been
true. but in today's climate, which finds independent schools faced with
unprecedented pressures and challenges. the need for effective com-
munication and understanding is more acute than ever before. Much of
what has been added, or given greater emphasis, in this edition has to do
with this relationship and its dependence upon a clear understanding
frequently reviewed and renewedby each party of their respective and
joint soles. functions, and responsibilities. Thus, while the handbook is
addressed primarily to trustees. its substance and advice are of equal
significance to school heads. We hope it will be as widely read by heads as
by trustees and that it may serve both as a basis for discussion of mutual
concerns.

In preparing this edition, we were fortunate again to have the editorial
guidance of the original authors. Francis Parkman and E. Laurence
Springer. both of whom remain active as consultants to independent
school trustees and heads. Dr. Parkman was primarily responsible for the
rewriting and preparation of the new manuscript as well as for the con-
siderable research that was carried on as a basis for strengthening and ex-
panding sections of the handbook dealing with contractual arrangements
between head and board, evaluation of the head's performance, and the
question of whether the head should or should not be a member of the
board of trustees. Reflected as well in the revision are the comments and
suggestions of a number of experienced trustees and school heads whose
advice was sought by Dr. Parkman.

The authors wish to make emphatically clear that their use of ''he" and
"headmaster" throughout the text does not reflect any chauvinistic bias.
Rather, it was done simply to avoid the monotonous use of "or she" and

vii
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"or the headmistress." Th.: same is true in the case of "alumni" and
"alumnae."

The Board of Directors of NAIS has formally endorsed this handbook
as a statement of generally accepted prin,:iples of sound practices for inde-
pendent school administration.

Wishing to be sure that the handbook was faithful to the views of expe-
rienced trustees of a representative group of NAIS schools, we asked the
board presidents cr chairmen named below to review the manuscript,
and they have authorized us to say that, without necessarily subscribing to
every detail, they are pleased to give their general endorsement to the
publication. The National Association of Independent Schools is very
much in debt to them as well as to tne many other p. -*Ile On have con-
tributed to the production of this third edition.

STEN. EN S. ADAMS, JR., John Burroughs School, Missouri
HANNAH GRIFFITH BRADLEY (MRS. WILSON. JR.), Poly-

technic School, California
DONALD V. B UTTEN HEIM, Emma Willard School, New York
ROBERT H. GARDINER, Groton School. Massachusetts
JOHN L. GRANDIN, JR.. Northfield Mcunt Hermon School,

Massachusetts
JOHN S. HOLLISTER. George School. Pennsylvania
JOAN MALLOCH LORD (MRS. WILLIAM G., II), The

Masters School, New York
E. W. DANN STEVENS, Nichols School. New York
GEORGIA ELMES WELLES (MRS. DAVID K.), Maumee

Valley Country Day School. Ohio
CHARLES P. WILLIAMS. Holland Hall School, Oklahoma

August 1974
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CHAFFER I

GOVERNING BOARDS

Much of the material in this handbook deals with the basic procedures of
trusteeship in an independent school: the division of responsibilities be-
tween hoard and head, the relationship of each to the other, the function-
ing of the board and its committees, and the board's occasional but all-
important task of choosing a new head and getting him started. Here we
want to touch briefly on the philosophical aspects of independet school
trusteeship.

To begin with, it is self-evident that the board of an independent school
has a primary responsibility to its immediate constituentsit has to be
operated effectively in the interest of those connected with it as students,
teachers, and parents. This is its most direct but by no means its only re-
sponsibility.

There is a larger and a more continuing interest, one that is reflected in
the word "trustee," as opposed to woe ds like "director" or "manager " for
the school is in fact held in trust. The trustees have in their custody the
integrity of the institution, its standing and reputation built by the found-
ers and by those wh I have labored over the years; they hold in t ust its
future as well as its present, and their collective judgment will affect it as
an instrument of service to the constituents who are to come.

Furthermore, trustees are more than the protectors and supporters of
the particular institution they serve; they have a responsibility as well to
independent schools generally. We can paraphrase John Donne and say,
"No school is an island"; each is in some way representative of all such
institutions, add all of them are somehow affected by the way in which any
one of them is conducted and governed. Thus the boards that live up to
their responsibilities, and they are the great majority, help not only their
particular school but the institution of the independent school in general.
Contrariwise, where a board acts irresponsibly it not only fails its own
school but damages the position of all such schools.

Finally, the independent school, like any nonprofit tax-exempt entity of
a similar ndture. has a responsibility beyond service to its immediate con-
stituents and to independent education: it has a public responsibility that
is in no way diminished by the fact that the institution is authorized to be
under private management. It is a part of the vast enterprise of education
in the Unit States, with an obligation to share its experience and its
professional skill in he development of educational thought and practice.



And it is a part. too, of its community. with a role to play in it.. well-being.
In short. set.% ice to the ;while from which it derives its charter is an under-
lying responsibility for the school and, thus, for its trustees.

The guidelines contained in this book will, we hope, be helpful to
trustees in carrying out their responsibilities en behalf of their respective
schools. We belie.. that these guidelines will he the more effective if
placed against the background of these general introductory comments on
the nature of trusteeship.

A properly functioning board and a good working relationship between
it and he headmaster. one in which mutual confidence exists, c.n signifi-
cantly strengen school administration and provide an over-all frame-
work within which the school can thrive. It is the purpose of this handbook
to help schools and their beards and their heads reach such a goal.

A board, to function well, requires strong staff support from the admin-
istration under it. and it is the responsibility of the headmaster to see that
this support is provided. A headmaster should welcome the counsel that a
strong board can give him. A strong board, in turn, should hold the her,l-
master fully responsible for the school's administration and should not
attempt to usurp any of his administrative responsibilities.

The headmaster should see to it that the board deals with major matters
and not w ith trivia. For its part. the governing board should seek mainly
to establish objectives and policies and to insist upon the selection of com-
petent people. If a salary plan is handicapping the selection of competent
teachers or staff. a good governing hoard should upgrade the compensa-
tion plan so that the school can compete effectively for the caliber of peo-
ple it needs. Furthermore, a board should expect assistance from the
headmaster and his staff in defining the school's educational objectives and
planning its organization for administration: in establishing requirements
for plant. money. and people: and in making long-range plans.

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITIES: BOARD AND HEAD

For an effective rtlationship, understanding and acceptance of the basic
division of responsibilities between board and headmaster must exist.
There used to be some who defined it as meaning that the trustees run the
financial afl'airs of the school and the head runs the educational side;
while thiv worked after a fashion. it was never really acceptable. Much to
be p eferred is the following definition, taken from a statement about col-
lege and university trusteeship:

the relationship bet%%evri trustees and president is hest described in terror of the
tainthar dist mown hemeen polio and operation. Die hoard limits Itself to broad
onsiderat ions t.1 polik.% I he president is the operating head (lithe institution.'

I" I he Role ot the ( ollege tin ersit% I rustee." p. Itl. reprinted from the Annual Re
port .4 :he arriegle /-ouritlar ion tor the Ark:meet-nem ot 'leas:twig tor 1%1 h2.



And again (from a piece of advice for school heads):

Keep in mind the basic disision of responsibility: the board sets the purpose and
ptilics of the school. sslu operate the school so as to carry out that purpose and
polio. Each complements the other but neither wanders uninvited into the othLr's
backs ard.

And finally (from advice to college trustees):

mon. Ni Eppi . . . Do your best to see that the organization ispod. that it is
well manned. and that it runs smoothlybut don't try to run it.--

Lest anyone be tempted. after reading these quotations. to think of the
head as one who merely carries out the decisions of others, let it be said
that any head who is .worth his salt will see himself as educational leader.
He is bound to have, and the board can rightly expect him to have, plenty
of ideas tbr the development of the school, for the board to consider. But
the head must never forget that the board is the boss.

Since trustees can often be helpful on administrative matters, and
school heads are bound to have views on policy, it would be absurd as a
practical matter to set up a sort of Berlin wall, with a "they shall not pass"
complex on either side. Nevertheless, clear understanding and acceptance
of the principle of separation of fu nctions are necessary.

Once objectives and policies have been systematically defined and ap-
proved. the governing board should permit the administration to conduct
its affairs within the framework of those policies, checking only to be sure
that the policies are, in fact, being observed and are operating as expected.

This division of responsibility is the fundamental rule for suctlesstul
tunctioning of the board and for a successful relationship with the heed
master. Let us turn now to some other principles which have emerged
from the experience of many thriving schools.

BOARD COMPOSITION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

1. A board should include a diversity of talent.
Governing boards vary greatly in size. There is no magic number that

should he prescribed, although the average board seems to have 15 to 21
members.

More important than the size of the b,)4rd is having trustees of dedica-
tion, competence, and stature. All sources from which to select board

2C A. Coolidge. turner member of the Harvard Ct,r2t ration. and long-time tnistee of an
independent school. in the Harvard Alumni Bulletin. Feb. 4. I99). An extension of these
quotations is the folios+ ing from an article by Charles A. Nelson. of Peat. Marwick?. Mitchell
,k Co.. "The art of trii,t,:eship consists largely of discovering and holding the middle ground
.it polies making. esehe ing with equal vigor the posture of mere validation on the one hand
and the usurpation of administrative authority on the other" (PMM & Co.. Management

'wand.% Mao 19-2. p. 92).
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members of this caliber should be systematically and fully explored and
used. It is well for the nominating committee to have in mind a job de-
scription of the kind of person desired to till vacancies, so that needed
talents may be added to the board. Choosing board members primarily
from one profession or walk of lite, or from those who can bring only
limited experience to the handling of the school's affairs, should be care-
fully avoided. A board should reflect strength, vision, experience, and a
blending of educational, managerial, investment, business, and legal
talents. as required. Such diversity of talent permits a board to make its
maximum contribution to school administration.

There have been various attempts to give pithy definitions of the qualifi-
cations of the ideal trustee. One version has it that "affluence, influence,
and interest" are the desiderata. Another says he should be "dynamic,
diligent, and decisive." and a ready "contributor of care, cash, comfort,
and counsel." A third has it that a useful trustee should contribute two of
the Hollowing three: wealth. work, and wisdom. While in all of them there
is reference to ability to give money (and a wealthy and generous trustee is
a very tine thing), it would be most unfortunate if able and interested men
and women of modest means were deterred from (or not even considered
suitable for) serving by the thought that a trustee must be able to give
money as well as time and thought. Many a school counts such board
members among its most valued trustees.

When the nominating committee seeks to till a vacancy, it will naturally
look to the balance of the current membership in matters of age, voca-
tional and professional qualifications. and sex. (The advantages of having
women on the board and thus profiting from their insights and special
contributions as well as from their energy are so clear that any board still
pursuing an all-male policy is missing a valuable resource.) The following
suggestions from a handbook on the subject of school trustees3 may serve
as a useful checklist:

Is he a person whose vieu s on life and on education are such that his presence
gill enrich the committee and. either directly or indirectly, contribute to the
spirit11,11 health of the school? (The most saluable member may he the inspired
las man r,tt her than the professional educator who may he tempted to kibitz.)
I. he tree to attend meetings regularly and to vs ork on subcommittees?
Has he a real interest m the school? Is this interest likely to grow?

4 i% tiling to take on %sork and does he complete a job he has undertaken? Is
he .fiscrect and able to keep confidences?
What additional attributes will he bring to the committee: experience in busi-
ness? in a profession? in c( mm units servict? as a homemaker? Is he outstand
mg tor his lodgment? for inniatise? for leadership?

asition of the hoard. The advantages 01. bringing new blood regu-
larly kif.o ,wards of trustees. and of retiring gracefully those members
whose capz,city to serve. or whose interest in serving, has declined, have

te,r (.0mmitter .th.mhcrs of Friends Schools (Philadelphia: Philadelphia
1 earls Meet nil; ot the Religious Society of Friends. I tIStil.
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become increasingly clear in recent years. Accordingly, most new schools
have provided for fixed terms for the trustees on a rotating basis, and a
large number of older schools that srilinally had self-perpetuating boards
of life members have changed their by -laws to the same effect. Usually,
the term of office is three, four, or five years; sometimes a member goes off
the board automatically after two or three terms for a period of one year
before being eligible for re-election.4

The headmaster may be a full and regular member of the board, a
member by virtue of his titleex officio (with or without a vote) or not a
member at all.5 We prefer the ex officio situation, partly as a simple mat-
ter of status, but. more important, on the ground that the obligations and
responsibilities of a regular trustee should not be assigned to the head-
master. who is the professional leader of the school, and also because he
ceases to be a trustee when he ceases to be a headmaster. Whether or not
he is a trustee, he should attend all meetings. and if for some reason the
hoard wishes to meet without hint, it should be the duty of the president to
inform him of the meeting and its purpose. and. immediately after the
meeting. of its results. The minutes of all meetings should of course be
ftirnished him.

There is little disagreement about the advisability of having an outside
educator on the boardthe head of another school, a college professor or
dean. even a college president. though the college president is apt to be far
too busy to function effectively as a school trustee. It is heit.ful for both
school head and trustees to have more than one person on the board with
academic experience and an ac,rlemic point of view. Many school boards
have found such an arrangement very satisfactory indeed. If the educator
is another school head, it is advisable that he not be the head of a very
similar school or a close friend of the school's own head.

Now we conic to the question of membership on the board by represen-
tatives of the other groups having a direct and legitimate interest in the
school and its policies and progress: alumni, parcom faculty and, last but
by no means least. students.

Alumni representatives are common on boards of independent schools.
They may he elected to the board, usually for a tlued term, by the alumni
association or by the alumni in individual bahoting, or be elected by the

.-ird from a slate nominated by the graduates' association. Provision for
..:umni representation on the hoard should include nomination and elec-
t .m procedures . hat will, so far as possible. ensure the selection of valu-
ble trustees.

As for parents. it would be surf icing if a hoard did not have parents in
its membership as a natural result of the selection of interested persons for
the board. Quite a few schools provide in their by-laws for specific repro

4tiec the samples in Appendix C.
in "4. ti. \IS conducted a survey of more than 00 school heads asking whether they

were board members. %% 'tether they had contracts. whether their performance was regularly
re% ic%%ed. tic. The results are report in Appendix F.
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sensation of the parent group, usually in the person the president of the
parents' association. or of some equivalent grtup. serving on a term basis.

Finally-. we would emphasize that. while alumni and parent trustees are
valuable for communication betty' .n the board and the school's graduate
and parent groups. these special trustees should not reel that they are
there to give special representation to the interests (and perhaps preju-
dices) of the group from which thev are chosen, but rather that they
accept. like any other trustee, genet al responsibility for the welfare (tf the
school.

What about faculty representatives? Not many years ago it was rare for
a school to have a faculty member on the board. and hoards in general had
few contacts. formal or informal, with the teaching staff. In recent years,
however, many faculties hake wanted a share in the decision-making pro-
cess or at least a chance to express their views. In a concurrent develop-
ment. hoards 'ave become more aware than they used to he that good
communication itnd understanding between faculty and trustees are of
great importance and that they need the benefit of faculty opinion in many
of their decisions. The number of schools that have provided for faculty
membership on the hoard is a little over a quarter of the NAIS member-
ship. and about half of elese faculty representatives havt the right to
yote.6

Similar considerations have led to the provision by some schools (about
one in 15) for some form of student representation on the board. Others
arrange for one or more students to attend meetings for parts of them) as
observers or (in ffect) consultants.

It is of course for the hoard to decide whether any or all of these groups
shall be represented on the hoard. and. if so. how the representatives shall
be elected and for how long. Board membership is only one way of tbster-
ing two-way communication with these groups; from one point of view, it
is too formal and too narrow. More points of contact can be established
through representation on trustee committees (see the discussion of board
committee structure in section 3, below). The important thing is to ensure
that there is communication with each group, so that board members may
be fulls aware of attitudes and influences that have a strong bearing on the
health of the school and their decisions concerning it.

The nominating committee. Most persons who are asked to become
hoard members are flattered and honored. but the nominating committee
should point out to the prospective member what responsibilities and
duties are involved and just what is expected by way of service.

It is also wise for a hoard Of its state laws permit) to keep one or two

tiOne s-hotil's hoard that does not proxide for faculty representation on the hoard requires
it, head to tell the facult% about am nonconfidemial discussion and decisions made at a
regular meet um. It backs this up In seeing to it that eery faculty member gets a cop of the
minutes of each meeting. v. hich, in this caw. do riot reflect any of the discussion and debate
that nut precede a %ow.

O
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vacancies so that a place will be available when it is desirable to add a par-
ticular person needed for special reasons.

The nominating committee can and should exercise a great influence on
the vitality of the hoard. Accordingly. it should be a standing committee,
with some continuity of membership from year to year. It can seek the
views of the hoard president, and, in the course of its work, will naturally
confer with the school head, for his contacts with parents and others per-
haps not well known to the board members may enable him to name some
very suitable candidates. It should review annually. in a coldly analytical
manner. the record of each trustee who is up for re-election. Anyone who
sails to measure up to the obligations of trusteeship should be tactfully
asked to vacate his place to make way for a more active new member. The
committee should attempt to achieve some rotation, but should also main-
tain continuity One helpful device is to establish more than one kind of
trusteeparent trustees, term trustees, alumni trustees. Thus a parent
trustee may continue only while he or she has a child in the school, but a
valuable former parent may be elected a term trustee. While some schools
have a classification of "permanent trustee," there are good arguments
against it. In an increasing number of schools there is a statutory
retirement age for trustees, or else it is understood that trustees resign on
reaching a certain age. Some schools give retired trus -tvs the status of
"honorary trustee" and thus get the valuable help of a.. advisory group of
elder statesmen.

Orientation of new trustees. Rotation plans for the tenure of trustees
result in boards' getting several new member., usually inexperienced,
each year. Shall the new trustee sit silently. catching on, during the first
year of his term. in a sense wasting part of the time for which he has been
elected? After all, it' terms of service are short, a new trustee might spend
half of his first term getting oriented, perhaps making mistakes that could
he avoided. Or can he be made, or make himself, useful and knowledge-
able from the start? Rather than having each year a group of new mem-
',vrs ho can contribute little. a concerted effort must he made to help
them be useful right away. The nominating committee, the board presi-
dent. and the school head can all have a part in the effort, and the part
of each should he made clear. so that no one of the thret. can assume that
one of the others. or both, will take care of it.

rhe division of labor will of course vary. The nominating committee,
before the prospect agrees to he nominated, makes sure he understands
that he isn't being invited to assume an honorary position; that attendance
at meetings. service on committees and other time-consuming activities
w ill he expected of him; that the school, like every other institution, has
problems to he faced; and that he isn't wanted merely for his particular
form of expertise but for the good judgment and all-round knowledge he
can bring to hear on all kinds of problems.

l'he hoard president. once the prospect has agreed to serve, or at the
latest immediately after his election. can reinforce these considerations.
lie should discuss with him the special service he can render (and on which

7



committee), explain the principal policies agreed on by the board. give
him some insight into current problems of the school, and explain board
practice about the handling hr individual trustees of compiaints by faculty
or parents.

The headmaster can show him the physical plant, make clear some of
the space problems, talk about hopes or plans for development, anu
ans%er questions about curriculum and staff.

The new trustee himself can examine the policy manual (see section
4.e.. below) and la.niliarize himself with the charter, by-laws, and cata-
logue of the school, the statement of goals and the curriculum, and such
basic fact% as the enrollment, number of faculty, salary scale, condition of
the budget. and the admission situation. If he will then address himself
thoughtfully to the minutes of the meetings and the headmaster's and
other reports over the past couple of years, have a talk with the chairman
of the committee to which he is assigned, and (we venture to suggest) give
this handbook a careful reading, he should be much more ready than new
trustees usually are to take his share in the consideration of the school's
concerns and to make his own special contribution to the board's deliber-
ations.8

The hoard president. It is not too much to say that the effectiveness of a
hoard of trustees depends on its president. If he is a person with deep in-
terest in the school and time to spend on its affairs, and if also he is a
person of capacity. sagacity, and understanding, the board and its com-
mittees function effectively, its policies are clear and const3tently followed,
its relations with the school head are smooth and characterized by mutual
understanding and respect, its long -range planning is up to date. its fund
raising, both annual and capital, is well led (though necessarily by
him), the school's relations with its clientele and the community are in
good order. additions to the hoard are wisely selected, the talents of board
members are well used. and the trustees understand the principles by
which they as individuals, in their relations to school head, faculty mem-
bers. parents. community. and to the board itself. should be guided.

The school head and the board president, under ideal conditions, make
a team of two in which each understands the other and carries his appro-
priate part of the burden of leadership in a spirit of reciprocal confidence
and respect. We cannot stress too strongly the vital importance of a close
working relationship between the head and the board president. If limited
terms are the rule for ordinary trustees, the board president should have
partial but not unlimited exemption, for a good president who works well

One school pres.ribes an orientation session for new trustees. prior to their first board
meeting. and asks that each one hate a copy of and "be acquainted with" (I) the bylaws of
the whoors assooation: (2) I he Indeprndvnt School Trusty(' Handbook published by
\ MS". (II the board's statement of trusteesheadmaster working relationship; and (41 the
boards statement of "working philosophy.

slier espoalls Morton A. Rauh. ( ',Awe and Untit Trusteeship (New York: McGraw
Hill Book ( I %q t. chapter 44. for some helpful comments on the subject of the new trustee.
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with the school head should he aot only allowed but persuaded to stay on
as president for a substantial number of years.

All of this must he accompanied by a caution about the obvious dangers
of a one-man boardbut a good president will be well aware of those
dangers himself.

An important responsibility of the president is to sit down with the
headmaster at least once a year for a session in which he can give the head-
master a candid appraisal of his work, and the head, in turn, can make
dear any unhappiness he has about the board or any of its members. At
these sessions, which will ideally be friendly but frank, the headmaster can
he told of any aspect of his performance which, in the view of the board,
needs improvement. A good deal more is said in Chapter II about this
evaluation process.

2. The most important single luinction of a board is to develop basic policy.
To assist the hoard in strengthening its policy role, the following sugges-

tions are offered.
a. A hoard should use its time fOr policy consideration. The head-

master and his staff should review the matters reaching the board and its
committees in order to make sure that they are questions of policy rather
than routine. repetitive items. For example. a board should set the policies
for appointing staff members of the school, but thereafter the administra-
tion should make all actual appointments in accordance with these pol-
icies, keeping the hoard advised of changes. If a board approves of ap-
pointment qualifications, salary levels, classification plans, and number
of employees by grade authorized in the budget, then it has far more con-
trol over the process than by approving lists of individual appointments
and promotions. By setting policies, a board can guide administrative
officers in their wort- and, at the same time, establish a bench mark
against which their et tiveness can be judged.

If the board has a committee structure, it is good practice to require
that every matter of business and policy to be brought to the board (except
in urgent exceptional circumstances) be referred to the appropriate com-
mittee for study and recommendation. Unfortunately. the meetings of
some hoards can get bogged down in minutiaematters of operational
detail. petty complaints about discipline, the amount of homework as-
signed. even the food. Other boards may meet only two or three times a
year at a hurried luncheon conference, with insufficient time to hear
reports and deliberate on them. Boards and their major committees
should meet at such times and places as best fit their needs, but the time
should be used for discussion and action on policy matters. Most day
school boards meet tive to eight times a year; most boarding school boards
meet three or four times annually, but for considerable periods of time,
often spending the better part of a weekend at the school. It is good prac-
tice for a hoard to meet regularly (if not invariably) at the school, thus
giving board members the opportunity to visit classes and to become



isible to teachers and students, talking with them informally. In this way,
they can not only see the school in action, but help to counteract the
notion. often held by both faculty and student body, that trustees are a
mysterious group that makes decisions about the school without really
know ing anything about it.

h. The hoard should have controls to ensure that its ,nolicies are
being followed. The headmaster should he made responsible for notifying
the appropriate persons of action taken by the board and for maintaining
;,ink controls necessary to ensure that this action is carried out. He should
report regularly to the hoard regarding the action taken.

3. Ole governing hoard should have a simple and flutctional committee
structure to assist it in its policy considerations.

Most successful boards function through standing committees. each
one of which concentrates and specializes on a certain area of school
operation. No committee has autonomous power. MI committees are
responsible to the board, to which they make recommendations on policy
matters. and may exercise only those powers delegated to them by the
bk s. If each committee feels zi sense of responsibility for one area of
board policy-making, it can then go into depth in its siudy of that situa-
tion sind take the time to bring to the board carefully thought-out pro-
posals. Ideally. eery trustee should serve on at least one committee. Sonic
boards ha% e too many committees. some of which were appointed origi-
nalh, for specific purposes and have continued even though the original
purpose has been achieved. Other hoards have too few committees and
thus lose the ad% an Edges of specialization that accrue from the committee
sxstetn.

In schools ha% ing an organized committee structure. the committees
listed below sire usually to he found. though not always under the names
show n here. We describe the functions customarily assigned to these com-
mittees. noting one or tw o arrears of difference of opinion. Some hoards
prefer to do w it hout a committee structure. or to have a more simple one.
It is suk;eested. how e%er. that whether the school he new or old. whether
the board has man% committees Or none. the functions described below
hate to be pro% ided for somehow . The wise board president will see that in
one wok or another there is appropriate delegation of responsibilities to
members of the board and some specialization by them.

I ere is no reason by committee memberships should be limited to
members of the board. 13 pro% iding places on appropriate committees for
teachers or administrators on the school's staff. and for students. parents
and alumni. at hoard can expand its contacts with these groups wind get
%;thRibie help. And a committee chairman who is alive to the possibilities
can increase the contacts still further by in% iting to his meetings on an ad
hoc basis others w ho can pro% ide some special knowledge of the subject to
he discussed persons who can give important help to a committee but
cannot spare the time necessary for full board membership.
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If the committee system is to function properly, committees must meet
w hen a problem needs study and when the next meeting of the full board
w ill need a committee recommendation. Experience shows that someone,
in most cases either the hoard president or the headmaster, and more
usually it is the latter. must work closely with committee chairmen and
keep tiling% moving.

[he executive committee (where one exists, and not all boards have
one) should consist of four or five key people. not necessarily the officers of
the hoard. The executive committee should meet for purposes of making
decisions only in emergencies, and should never become a superboard or a
poliey-making group in itself. The danger of such a development is one
reason many hoards have no executive committee: there is no surer way to
kill interest on the part of trustees than to have the executive committee
do most of the planning and thinking. It will soon divide the board into
first- and second-class citizens. The executive committee, however, often
functions is a long-range planning committee, setting goals for the school
to attain. It may also he authorized to expedite the transaction of business
between meetings of the hoard, especially where its members include the
chairmen of other major committees.

The finance committee should he concerned with the process of budget-
making. It should work with the headmaster and business manager in
des eloping the budget: it should hear the proposals of the headmaster for
salar increases. which, in a well-established school, can be reported to
the committee not later than January for the coming school year, and then
he ratified by the hoard in January or February; it should study the fringe
benefits of the faculty: and it should recommend any changes in tuition or
'rher student fees. In its examination of faculty and staff salaries and
uenetits. it should not forget to study those of the headmaster.9

The committee. or perhaps a subcommittee, should make recommenda-
tions to the board concerning the school's financial aid program. the
policy of making grants.10 and the amount of money to be available each
year for stv:h aid. Ordinarily. the committee is not directly involved in the
selection process. but does review the actions taken by the admissions
director or other pers.ms to whom the power to act is delegated.

The finance committee is also responsible for the insurance program of
the school. which must provide for a wide variety of contingencies and
liabilities. and for the investment of the school's funds. These functions
are often exercised by subcommittees of the finance committee. If the
school's portfolio of securities is large, a separate investment committee

"I he 1.1Mlitiqraf Saltirl Sun-et. published periodically by NAIS. is helpful in this re-
spe.

It'l he School Scholarship Senice. sponsoreu by NAIS and operated by the Educational
I c%t proules a means tor determining the financial need of financial aid appli-
c.inis tlin.logi .t standard method of computation. Oscr 700 schools. a great many of them

I I menibers. belong to this sen ice and make grants in accordance with the principles it
has estaIllished.



ma% be desirable. Schools with %liable endowments sometin 's have the
trust department of a hank or other investment counsel exercise
supervision over securities. subject to review by a sm ill committee or sub-
committee on investments.

While the finance committee should not he saddled wit)' the responsi-
bilitv of planning for fund raising, which is usually the tent tion of the
development committee (see below), it must he involved in al! d visions
regarding investments (proportion in equities, for example) and the pos-
sible use of capital gains as income.11

The buildings and gmunds CfM1Millee. whose duties a:v :",licPted by its
title. should also work with and through the headmaster am: business
manager. Schools with extensive property generally have two separate
committeesone for buildings, one for grounds. *E.cse committees are
usually small and are composed of persons both interested and competent
in these fields. When the school undertakes the constr. :tion of a new
building. the buildings and grounds committee usually wirks with the
architect and contractor, although sometimes a special ad hoc committee
is formed for the purpose. Experience has shown that one person, and one
person only. should represent the school in dealings with architect and
contractor. Otherwise. confusion is inevitable.

ht educatimi cummittee should have faculty repreutatives n it, and
it might well have an "outside** educator or two, whether or not they are
members of the hoard. Its special role should be to explore. wth the head-
master, his ideas for the improvement of the education provided by the
school t including under the term "education" every aspect ot' the school's
program) and to keep the t'ictual curriculum under constant review. From
time to time, the education committee should meet with a department of
the school in order to learn more about the school's internal workings, and
it should take soundings of student opinions and attitudes. Thus it will be
in a better position to inform the rest of the board and the public at large
of whit the school is doing and to appraise the headmaster's recommenda-
tions for change.

Not so long ago. education committees were absent from the committee
structure of many schools, with educational policy being largely left to the
headmaster. Not. his policy is one of the central concerns of the trustees,
and the educai...., committee is correspondingly important. The educa-
tional world is full of diversity and experiment, and programs and
methods that were formerly unquestioned are now strongly challenged.
The headmaster needs the ideas and judgment of an intelligent group of
-lay" committee members to hear and assess his recommendations, to
guide his decisions, and to evaluate results. In addition, the education
committee can help the board meet its responsibility of interpreting the
school's program and policies to its constituencies and to the outside
world.

11ce 1,1,1,11pPle ducat:fowl I ndmi 111 I'M 1. Report to the Ford F.lomiatton. 2d ed.. Jul!.
1'1'2 )11i,. at Report,. Ford I-aundmion. 320 last 43 Si.. Nev. York. N -Y. IOW).
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The d/amen/ committee should supervise and manage all fund-
-cising activities. Some hoards delegate to this committee the long-range
"Tanning for the school's development. including enrollment projections.
Aim expansion. endow ment funds, and other aspects of growth and
doelopment. But since development planning leads to fund raising. other
hoards have delegated the planning Vunction to the executive committee.
and only fund raising to the development committee. Either way. all fund-
raising plans by whatever groupalumni. parents. students shculd be
cleared by the development committee. If the school has a development
director. he will naturally work closely with this committee.

Later on we talk of the responsibiliiy of the headmaster in fund raising.
Here we must speak of the trustees' part. which is fully as important as the
headmaster's. Every trustee of an independent school must be aware of
the serious financial problems that face these schools and of the necessity
of strengthening the financial sinews of his own school. So it can be said
that. while: in most aspects of the school's life and program initiative and
leadership must come from the headmaster. in this area especially the
trustees cannot wait to he led. They must match the headmaster in deter-
mination to add new financial strength. and, while giving him the benefit
of their judgment. also give him the encouragement of their understand-
ing and support.

Once the goals are defined and an effort to raise funds is approved, they
must work 1(X) per cent for its success. When a campaign is announced to
the school's public. it should he possible to say that every trustee has made
a pledge. Trustees must set an example of the kind of giving they expect
from others and carry the brunt of the work in campaigning. soliciting.
and all other aspects of the program.

4. There should be a specific organizational responsibility for policy devel-
opment and planning. and regular staff assistance should be furnkhed to
the hoard.

Members (Ira hoard serve without compensation and spend much valu-
able time on school matters. To enable them to use their time most effec-
tively in behalf of the school, they should he given continuing staff assis-
tance. The assistance needed is not only the provision of secretarial ser-
vices, but review and documentation of items for board consideration.
preparation of agenda. and development of recommendations on policy
and other matters which the hoard is expected to consider. Most of the
preparation and staff work must be done by the head.

The follow ing steps are suggested.12
a. The headmaster of a school should he assigned the responsibility

for proposing policy-development recommendations and plans for the in-

the paragraphs dui to!lov . and indeed else%% here. %se ohviousl% hase in mind a school
th.o Nell established and large enough 4,r the head to base a "stair and some "top
adomustrators- to help tom Man% schools do not met those qualifications: their hoards
and hcads w ill kn.' how to adapt to their o%%n situation the principles set forth.

I?
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future. Policy-making and planning arc closely related. Policies
that are considered and appro-ed by the hoard must he compatible with.
and must help to I ealite, plans for the school's future, which the board
must also consider and approve.

Accordingly, each of the top adth.nistrators and dep. -tmcnt heads
reporting to the headmaster should assist him in proposing these policies.
particularly for his own area of operations. The policies should not be
merely those required to solve immediate problems. but should constitute
a total policy framo% ork that will permit the board to control its work by
policy direction. Furthermore, each of these persons. in conjunction with
the headmaster. should propose long-range plans for his area. which
should he ,00rdinated in the master plan for the school. School planning
should include detailed long-range academie plans, plans for the physical
development required to carry out etose plaas, and financial plans that
shoss in detail toe staff and resource- needed.

More and more schools are developing lor,g-ratote planning committees
that meet regularly to discuss and rec immend goals for the near and far
term. and then annually review and evise those goals. On such com-
mittees. hoards would do well to have representatives of all interested
groupstrustee... administration. faculty. alumni. parents, and students.

Orli% w hen the headmaster at d his stiff propose rondo for hoard con-
sideration. as yell as detailed ong-range plans on all activities, can a
board apply its %ariety of experience and analytical talents toward con
sidering the major factors affecting the school's future. With this type of
staff assistance. a hoard could he able to spend its time and energy on
matters of major importance to the school, rather than on consideration
of detail.

h. fhe headmaster should clear his propmais through the appropri-
ate' board commit NTS or Htfieers hr /ore' presenting them to MOO hoard.
If this is not feasible. thea he should suhmit a report to the hoard in ad-
s alive of its meeting. It is good policy for the head to have all trustees
posted in advance concerning matters coming up for consideration, even
s% hen a hoard committee has acted favorably on a policy proposal. In fact.
it i, a good idea for the head to circulate his own report (not too long or
full of detail for a busy trustee to read) in viritten form in advance of every
meeting. e'en .1 it deals with matters not calling for action by the hoard.
I he more information the trustees have before a meeting. the more likely
the% ape to make the best use of their time and to act with good judgment
on proposals made to them. Many hoards avoid making hasty and ill-
considered decisions by not taking action at any meeting on a matter that
nas not been on the agenda sent to the taistec% in advance.

c. judice .nanual to regularize the hoard's means of polie.'
municatoins Wit 1, the administration is The headmaster and his
staff %% ill do sell to prepare a policy manual for the board and the admin-
istration to guide them in their work. Without a written record of aft
pro%cd policio, administratie officers may spend considerable effort in
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determining what action a board has already taken on questions that
arise: a board may conceivably take action on the same matter twice. It is
difficult. at many schools, to find a record of prior policy decisions of the
hoard be;ause of the mass of routine material in board minutes and the
lack of an index or manual of board policy decisions.

The policy manual does nut need to be a formal, specially prepared
affair. Fxcerpts from the board's minutes can be tiled in a looseleaf folder,
with decisions classified by subject.

Typical subjects that might he included in such a manual are:

Objectives of the school: philosophy of education, geographic
areas to be served. and size of school

Admissions policy: siblings of children already in the school.
children of alumni, academic qualifications, and financial aid

Budgeting: budget preparation, control, format, and reports
Staffing: salary administration, leave, separation, compensa-

tion. and perquisites
Committees and staff: organization. assigned responsibilities.

and reporting duties
Objectives for all income-producing activities such as the

bookstore and major athletic contests

The relationship of the headmaster to the board frequently needs spe-
cific definition and improvement. Many headmasters are not sure just
w Inch matters require hoard approval, and consequently send more items
to the board than nut he necessary or desirable. Again, the headmaster
winetimes appears not to understand his responsibility and that of his
staff for developing policies for the board to approve and to use in their
control of his work. Too often, policies are developed on a piecemeal basis
only as problems arise.

Often theie is a lack of regular reporting hack to the board on actions
oted by it. The policy manual can prescribe an effective reporting process
and assign responsibility within the administrative staff for follow-up on
hoard actions.

5. There should be provision few regular reporting to the board so that it
may evaluate the various phases oldie school's activities.

In carrying out its responsibility to supervise and guide the school's
operation. the board will want to do far more than keep a watchful eve on
the periodic statements of income and expense and the balance sheet. It
needs it, tAaluate the school in its many aspects and as a whole. and for
this it must depend in large part on reports prepared by the headmaster
and his start.

Evaluation reports. Periodically% the headmaster should require
his top staff to prepare a confidential report for himself and the board that
oaluates needs. accomplishments. and the personnel in their respective
areas of responsibility. He should coordinate these reports in (me of his
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it that Oyes his y iews regarding over-all accomplishmInts and plans for
the tuture. From time to time. he should also evaluate the performance of
his prnmpal administrative staff for the board or a designated committee
of the board.

Each staff report should outline the method of evaluation being used.
the plans for impros ing any weak spots in the operation, and the help that
may be needed front other sources. These reports should cover both
academic and adm;nistrati%e matters and should he discussed fully by the
hoard. If this device is properly used. it w ill serve as a regular stock-taking
and a frame of reference for both the administration and the board.

This process may sound rather formidable, but these reports do not
need to he prepared and submitted at any one time; they can he spread
ever an entire school year, or even over two or three consecutive years.

h. .Statistical reports. So that the hoard can evaluate the reports fur-
nished it and he kept informed on various phases of the school's work, the
headmaster should regularly furnish statistical data concerning the
school's operations. These statistics should he in a historical series, with
interpretation where necessary. Much of the information can be given in a
series of graphs, each of which shows an entire historical trend. Once
started. these charts can he readily updated. Statistical measures that
might he used in such reports are:

Number of applicants for admission and for what grades;
number of students admitted and to what grades; number of
alumni children, number of younger brothers and sisters ap-
plying and number and percentage of each category accepted;
geographic or neighborhood trends in applications

Ratio of students to faculty
Number of courses and class section sizes
Faculty salaries
Classroom and laboratory use
Cost per student of student services (admissions, athletic de-

partment. meals. etc.)
Fund raising; annual giving and capital

Other cost figures can he developed as units or work volume are estab-
lished for each major activity, and the board can be given data useful for
reaching decisions on policy factors.

c. Legislation and regulations. The hoard also needs periodic reports
on federal or state regulations and legislation regarding nonpublic schools,
including developments in aid programs for such schools in the federal
go%ernmcnt and the various states. In addition to his other duties, the
headmaster must keep posted on this whole new area of concern, hardly
thought of until a few rears ago. The board may well be asked to join with
other schools in pressing for certain legislation. or in opposing unwelcome
legislationa form of cooperative effort that appears increasingly to he
necessary in many states. In some schools, one of the trustees is assigned
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the duty of keeping up to date in this area. as a sort of one-man cor.anittee
to work with the school head and report to the board, if necessaty, with
recommendations for action. Bulletins from NAIS on federal legislation
and from regional or state associations of independent schools on state
legislation are the two primary sources of tnis kind of information.

lw hoard should carry on a continuous evaluation of the school.
An important duty of the board is that of evaluating the school. (An-

other not unrelated duty. appraising the performance of the school's head,
is dealt with in Chapter II). Assessing the quality of a school in its various
aspects is a difficult task. because much of the evidence contained in the
reports just mentioned is certain to produce differences of opinion and of
interpretation. Furthermore, the quality of the product can hardly be
measured in the same way as the quality of automobiles or electric toasters
coming off an assembly line, in terms of mechanical efficiency. safety, and
durability. Again, a school is not static, it cannot be examined from
%arious angles in a testing laboratory: it is moving and dynamic. and it
generates a dozen differt.i.t rinds of reactions, attitudes. and for a
multitude of reasons.

Nevertheless. the board must do its best to judge the school's perfor-
mance. and here are a few notes on how to attack the problem.

a. Evaluation has to be a continuing process, not an effort to render a
judgment on the school as a whole or at a given moment in time.

b. The assessment should be made in terms of the school's declared
philosophy and purpose.

c. In addition to the objective measures listed in section 5, above,
scores on College Board aptitude and achievement tests. on the National
Merit Scholarship tests, college placement records, and results of other
standardized tests at both elementary and secondary levels are available
and useful. but t'leir significance is subject to misinterpretation. They
must he used with great care. for they can be affected by specific admis-
sions poliLles, by the quality and quantity of applicants, and by factors
beyond the school's control.

d. One 1f the most significant measurements of a school's performance
is to be toi.nd in the opinions of its alumni. Many schools make it a prac-
tice to poll their recent graduates periodically (those from one to four or
more years out). They can be asked to assess their experience in school,
the strengths and weaknesses of the program as it stood in their time, and
%%hat they estimate to have been the total effect of the school on them. The
administration can also systematically collect each year the records of its
graduates in the next stage of their education (college or secondary) and
get some clues. also to he used with caution, about the quality of their
preparation in various subjects.

e. Most important of all, an effort must be made, through teachers.
students. anti parents. to get the "feel" of the school, to get a sense of
faculty and student morale, of the integrity and dedication (that over-
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worked but still meaningful word) of the teachers. a sense of the students'
spirit and of their interest in the school and what goes on in it. This is one
place where success in building communications pays off. The assessment
in this all-important area is likely to come from the collective and cumula-
tive opinions of all the board, gained through their various contacts. over a
period of time rather than stemming from a calculated effort in any
given year.

t. The school head may well have an interesting and helpful appraisal
of his ow n. and he should be asked for it.

g. Unprejudiced observers can be exceedingly helpful. Many schools
are visited periodically by committees of their regional accrediting associa-
tion. or of their own independent school association. and reports sub-
mitted after those visits deserve careful study.13 The school may also en-
gage one or more consultants to visit it and provide an outside evaluation
of the school as a whole or of its performance in particular areas. It' this is
the case. the instructions to the consultants should be clear and precise,
and the rIning of the project. from the beginning. should be done with
the full understanding and cooperation of the head, who should work out
the details.

As already suggested. the kind of evaluation we are talking about will
not have a timetable and a deadline and be completed at a certain date.
And it will be most effective and reliable if it doesn't put anybody on the
defensive or make him feel a need to justify himself, if it's carried on. in
other words. in a positive spirit, with all handstrustees, head. faculty
and studentstaking pride in the strengths that can be identified and
working together to formulate plans looking to the correction or the
weaknesses.

Trustees art' responsible to their %.arious constituencies and should
render reports to them in appropriate wars and at appropriate times.

The very name "trustee" indicates that both the individuals and the
group know n as the hoard of trustees are entrusted with responsibilities. It
is. thy xfore. implicit that they should account for their stewardship.

Uppermost in the minds of most trustees is their responsibility for the
school's financial and business affairs, for keeping it solvent and its plant
in good crder. This is certainly a prime responsibility, though we hope we
have already made it clear that it is far from their only resporsibility. The
board must see to it that the principal of the school's capital funds is kept
intact tunics*, the deed of gift in certain cases allows it to be spent) and not
endangerei by unwise borrowing. Good management of funds goes be-

III he mdel'endent ,IR'si"t1 Ihe Ne" t ttt lattll Association ul SchtioN anti Ctit
ret:!,11,11.1..rctlitttuz a..0cm' ton. in it. late.t t14"'1 manual tor :he %voting commit

Icy. ;hat %att. ,nt inclut1c.:t section ttt -The Dect.itmYlakint! Process.
.10.1a-athne..., on 1 he Role ,'1 the Go% ernInv. )3041 and lit atlnunt.tration.

ta,ult...n;,1,..tit.. parents. alumnimil the comilitinil See Appendix
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yond conserving and takes into consideration the inflationary trends thet
seem to he a fact of life today.

And the record of the board and the school in financial matters should
he exposed to the examination of friends and potential contributors. It is
correct practice for a school to publish its figures on annual ()mating
income and expense. the latest balance sheet resulting from an indepen-
dent audit. and, if the school is lucky enough to have invested funds, a list
of the investments.

In what other ways are trustees responsible? In addition to their legal
responsibilities (often not clearly understood) under the i3WA of the state in

hich the school is incorporated, they are, broadly speaking, responsible
to the parents. the students, the faculty, the alumni, the patrops and con-
tributors. and to the free society from which the school's independence is
derived.

To pumas. In a few schools, parent-owned or controlled, some or all of
the trustees are elected in the parents and the trustees render a report at
an annual meeting of the parents. In most schools, however, both board-
ing and day. boards are self-perpetuating and elect all or most of their
members. In these situations. an annual written report is usually rendered
to the parents by the headmaster on behalf of the board, covering major
activities and developments of the year. The fact that a board is self-
perpetuating does not free it ,*rom its responsibility to consider the inter-
ests and opinions of the parents.

To students. Since the principal reason for the existence of any school is
to provide sound education for the students, it is obvious that the trustees
are responsible for the students' welfare. The board's responsibility to the
students is carried out chiefly through powers delegated to the headmaster
and the faculty, but the interest of the modern student in his education
and in his school's policies is clear and lively, and so the wise board will
tind ways and means. both formal and informal, for consulting the stu-
dents and exchanging views frankly and honestly with them. One way
would be for a member of the education committee to sit in on occasional
student council meetings. to get their points of view, and, at the same
time. to interpret hoard actions to them.

To tilculty. The board is surely responsible for the welfare of the faculty.
With the leadership and advice of the headmaster, the board must provide
an adequate salary wale and fringe benefits, physical plant and equip-
ment. and other facilities for the proper functioning of the educational
program. This kind of responsibility is usually understood by trustees. but
the relationship should not stop there. Most boards recognize the im-
portance of furthering the professional development of the faculty, in-
cluding the head. by providing funds for summer courses or travel, for
attendance at professional meetings, for visits to other schools, and,
ideally, for sabbatical leaves. The temptation to squeeze such allowances
out ola tight budget will be strong. but it has to be resisted, for they help
keep teachers enthusiastic, on their toes, and growing in professional
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skills and in background knowledge.14 Also. though we have already
spoken of the importance of communication and understanding between
faculty and trustees. we would emphasize again the desirability of estab-
lishing structural arrangements that enable the trustees to explain plans
and policies to the teachers and enable the teachers to make their views
known on plans and policies in effect and under consideration.

To alumni. Since many alumni retain an interest in their school and
contribute to its welfare, they are entitled to regular reports. Most schools
do. in fact. send their alumni a bulletin with news of the school and its
alumni. But at certain alumni meetings. and particularly thur'gh a
special annual report of the headmaster mailed to all alumni, parents. and
friends, the hoard's stewardship should he reported. If these grotr.s are to
be asked to support the school through annual giving and capital fund
campaigns, they are entitled to a full report from the management that
describes the financial condition of the school, gifts received during the
past year, and the administration's plans for the future. This kind of in-
formation, while it may he actually a part of the report of the headmaster.
is in tact a report from the trustees. The headmaster will naturally include.
of course. many other aspects of the school programany interesting
changes in or additions to the curriculum, admission problems at the
school. college entrance problems. the spiritual aspects of the school's life.
development of the library, and other similar subjects.

friends. What has been said above applies fully to friends, patrons,
contributors, both past and potential. It is the board's responsibility to see
that these groups are fully informed.

To society. Finally, as emphasized in our Foreword, the board is re-
sponsible, in a broad sense, to the community and to our democratic
society. which makes possible the existence of independent schools. The
tax-tree status of most independent schools, and their freedom to experi-
ment in educational techniques and philosophythese considerations
require that trustees he conscious of their responsibility to the community
in general.

14\ h.t, t%%ti summer training program specially designed for school heads and one
assistants m admanstration. Details arc furnished on application to the NAIS office. For

Midget puriloss. one %,hool use% al a rule of thumb for :in allin hir -faculty develop
went figure of `',200 per tacult member.
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CHAPTER II

THE BOARD AND THE HEAD
OF THE SCHOOL

It has already been emphasized that a clear understanding of the respec-
tive responsibilities of board and headmaster is fundamental to the
smooth functioning of a school's administration. Chapter I was devoted
chiefly to the board and the way it operates. This chapter concentrates on
the hoard in its relationship to the headmaster. Let us begin by a restate-
ment of the responsibilities of both parties.

On the part of the trustees there are three primary areas of responsibility.
Institutional policy. The trustees set all basic policies of the institution,

such as whether the school will be for boys, for girls, or both, what grades
will be included, the educational philosophy of the school, the scale of tui-
tion payments. the salary scale, the size and nature of the enrollment, and
other similar matters.

Financial resources. The trustees have primary responsibility for the
physical property of the school, for the raising of funds necessary to pro-
vide the needed physical facilities.' and for satisfactory management of
the school's operating funds.

Longrange plans. The trustees should set the ditection the school
should take in order to accomplish its long-range objectives. They must
see to it that the needs for funds, personnel, and space for the future are
developed so that interim decisions will fit into the future plan.

While the formulation of policy in these areas is clearly the responsibil-
ity of the trustees, they will not only give weight to the views of the head
but may also rely on him for initiative and leadership.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HEAD

It is the duty of the headmaster to carry out the policies established by
the governing hoard and to serve as the professional educational leader for
th in, titlitinti hioh naturally includes the internal administration of the
school.

There are certain areas of the headmaster's responsibility that can be

I In this connection. we the last two paragraphs of the discussion of fund raising. below.
p. 24.
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clearly spelled out. In all of these areas he must, of course, act in accor-
dance w ith policies approved by the hoard.

Planning the halm, of the school. The headmaster, with the help of
whatever committee is in charge of long-range planning, is responsible for
developing plans for the near- and long -term future of the school. Such
plans include:

Enrollment objectives
--Academic course offerings

('lass size
Size of faculty
Plant additions or alterations necessary
Financial requirements

After the appropriate committee has developed and recommended
plans, these should be reviewed and approved by the board. They should
he projected at least five tor, better, ten) years ahead, and should be re-
Vie%%ed and updated every year in the light of developments.

Enrollment The headmaster is responsible for the enrollment and the
manner of handling admissions to the school. It' the school is new and
small, and it' active promotion and solicitation of students are required.
the prime responsibility rests with the headmaster. Trustees should be
willing to help and probably can he extremely helpful with some pros-
pects. but the basic r:sponsibility is the headmaster's.

Admission. The headmaster and his committee on admissions must
have the sole and final right to decide on the admission of students, acting
in accord with basic admissions policy established by the hoard. Trustees
will receive pressure from their friends on behalf' of applicantsparticu-
larly it admission to a school is highly competitive. The headmaster should
he glad to hear from trustees who can add significant information con-
certing a family and a candidate. but he must have the last word on the
admission of students, provided he is operating within the board's estab-
lished policy.

Discipline. The headmaster must assume responsibility for the disci-
pline of the students. It' the discipline of students is poor, the problem
must he rooked by the headmaster. and the trustees have every right to
hold him responsible.

DimniNsal students, The headmaster must have the right to dismiss a
student who. in his judgment and in the judgment of his professional
associates. should be separated from the school either for academic
reasons or for reason. of behavior. As a matter of discretion. tact. and
good communications the headmaster will often notify trustees of an im-
pending action or of an action taken: this should be done not to ask
pet-mission. but rather to inform. so that the trustee can answer any ques-
tions that may come to him.

Financial aid, The headmaster or some member of his staff to whom he
was delegate this responsibility should discuss financial aid with parents



who request it and should inform them of the policy of the board. A proce-
dure that works well in many schools is to have parents complete a stan-
dard financial aid tOrm for review by the headmaster and a committee to
which the board has delegated authority to act. Such a process provides
sonic objective basis for making grants and removes the awarding of
grants from the realm of personal negotiation, which can prove embar-
rassine.2

RehitumA with titeulty. The headmaster should have sole responsibility
for the employment of teachers and other staff members: he should not be
required to present alternative candidates for the hoard's consideration.
He must take the responsibility for appointing the best persons to he
found at salaries within the established salary range, scale, or policy laid
dow n h. the board

!nth% idual salaries of new teachers have to be established by the head-
master himself. Salaries of continuing teachers may well be reviewed by
the tinance committee or another committee so that trustees may see that
the general policy of advancement of teachers on the salary wale is being
poperl observed. If the headmaster wishes to create a new position of
S0111C iillportance to the school. such as the position of director of studies
or assistant hettdmaster. he should. of course. discuss this with the appro-
priate trustee committee. and the position and its salary scale should be
established before discussions or interviews with candidates take place.

Publicity. The headmaster should have the responsibility for, and the
super% ision over. all publicity for the school. He must, of course, delegate
this. since he himself. except in a very small institution, cannot possibly
take care of this duty ;done w ith his other manifold responsibilities. More-
over. it Ma% well he that a trustee working in the area of public relations or
journalism or advertising can he extremely helpful, and can, in fact. make
a real contribution by undertaking some or all of the work involved. Never-
theless. the headmaster should assume responsibility for the over-all
super% ision of press releases and statements to the public. regardless of

ho does the actual work.
nunial ti//airs. A school budget is always more than an estimate of

income and expense for a given period of time. for it also reflects the
educational philosophy of the school. Therefore, the headmaster should
always take the lead in preparing the budget, assisted by the business
manager it there is one. Together they should present their proposals to
the finance committee of the board. which should satisfy itself regarding
the soundness of the proposals. Once the finance committee and the hoard
of trustees hate approved the annual budget. the business manager. the
headmaster. and others empowered to spend money should be free to do
so w ithin the limits of the budget without having to make requests to the
trustees for each expenditure of funds. It may he added that for good
budget control there should he prompt preparation of monthly expense
tieures. with cumulative totals for the year to date and comparisons with

.11ce t h,Ipter I. mote 10. on the SLhool Sc holaNhip Sento:.
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the previous year's figures and with the current budget. The headmaster
and the hoard's finance or executive committee can properly expect the
business manager to have such figures available within a very few days of
the end of each month.

Maintenunee rir pmperty. The headmaster is responsible for seeing that
routine maintenance and repair of the physical property are carried out.
He and his staff are on the grounds daily. and the trustees are not. and it is
his responsibility to see that the buildings and grounds committee is in-
formed of any unusual conditions affecting the property of the school.

//eu/th um/ sutrty. The headmaster is responsible for the health and
sato% of students w hile they are under the school's jurisdiction. It is most
important that requirements of state and local authorities he satisfied by
the school's health and safety regulations.

Fund ruiAing. To what extent is the headmaster responsible for fund
raising? Must he raise the money for needed projects. or is this a trustee
function? ('an a headmaster refuse to help raise money on the ground that
his job is academic and he therefore cannot leave the school for outside
activities!

.sin many other areas of difference of opinion, the truth lies at neither
extreme. but somewhere in between. In all aspects of school administra-
tion. the headmaster must and should exercise leadership. but he needs
the active support of his trustees as well as of alumni and parents. The
headmaster should he alert to the developing needs of the school and the
funds needed to strengthen the program and plant. He must talk over
these requirements with the appropriate committees of the board and the
hoard itself. and together they must decide on the ways and means to raise
the funds.

In a capital campaign for an sizable amount, it generally pays to
employ reputable fund-raising counsel. Exceptions might include situa-
tions w here one or two key persons in the school family have had success-
ful experience and can devote virtually full time to the campaign. or where
the number of prospects to he seen is small and most of the people live in
the same community.

The headmaster should not be expected to call on all of the parents, lest
he he placed in embarrassing situations with actual or prospective donors
w hose children are not successful in school. He should work with special -
gifts prospects. key leaders, and alumni: help organize parent soliciting
teams: personally see foundation and corporation executives whose orga-
nization may contribute: and in general work wherever his influence and
personal touch arc most needed. Potential major donors will expect to see
the head of the school.

REASONS FOR UNSATISFACTORY RELATIONSHIPS

Since the responsibilities outlined above can be so clearly stated, why
does a lack of understanding between headmaster and board arise in so
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many schools? Often enough it is because communications between them
are poor. or haw not been handled with tact. In addition to defined areas
of responsibility, there are also rules of the road.

One type of headmaster. for example. violates such rules by trying to
"get ahead of his interference": he may make policy decisions without the
consent of the hoard. He may also make other important decisions without
consulting board members. He may do this because he feels that, since he
is the head of the school and the professional, he is :ntitled to make
decisions on all matters where the hoard has not specific:.'ly reserved the
decision to itself. Another headmaster. who is somewhat :nsecure, may
bother indi%idual trustees by telephone calls or letters on all manner of
minor affairs. annoy ing them with routine problems of internal adminis-
tration that he ought to take care of himself. At hoard meetings, he may
waste the time of the hoard by bringing to its attention many minor mat-
ters and requests for permission to do things that suould be clearly within
the pros ince of the administration to do.

But the headmaster is not the only culprit. For example. some trustees,
frequently officers or committee chairmen, may become officious and
indisidually try to dictate to the headmaster. or perhaps tell the head
groundskeeper or maintenance man or the athletic director what he is to
do. Bad feeling and confusion are hound to result, and it should he em-
phasiied again that no indiyidual trustee has authority to give orders or
directions to the headmaster or to any members of his faculty or staff.
Such authority rests only with the full hoard in a duly constituted meeting,
and decisions of the board should be communicated to the persons con-
cerned through proper channels.

Sonic businessmen on hoards of trustees try to boss the headmaster as
the result of their ow n long experience in industry. Such men think of the
headmaster as a kind of plant manager. a subordinate to be given orders.
Such a slew of the headmaster is clearly in error. for he is not a subordi-
nate or employee in the usual business sense of the word. Although he is
employed by the board. once he is engaged he becomes the person to
.% horn they should look for direction and leadership. As a professional
educator. he should he expected to lead the hoard and the school. A
clearer analogy is to think of the head of the school as a kind of prime
minister; he is a part of the hoard in spirit. yet stands somewhat apart
from them as their leader. and he is their leader as long as he commands
the yontidence of the hoard. When he loses this confidence and can no
longer command a clear working majority of the board to support him, his
goy ernment must fall.

SUGGFSTIONS FOR PROMOTING A SOUND RELATIONSHIP

Further pursuit of these ideas may make them more concrete. We have
stated that the hoard makes policy. but we have also stated that the head -
niastt :r should be a leader. In his role as leader. it is his responsibility to
propose policies. but to do so through proper channels. Experience has
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shown that the proper avenue of approach to the hoard on the matter of
new policies is through the appropriate committee of the hoard. There-
fore. the headmaster who, for example, after consultations and discus-
sions ith the faculty wishes to propose an important curriculum change.
y; ill he wise to discuss this first with his trustee committee on education.
This committee. which has the time and personnel to study educational
policy questions in detail. can give the proposal the attention it requires
and can then. w ith the headmaster. report its recommendation to the
hoard. By taking this approach, the ht..dmastr immediately has several
informed trustees who understand the problem and who can help support
his plan. Of course. if the committee turns down his propmal, he will
probably not bring the matter to the board.

Similarly. if the headmaster wishes to increase the basic salary scale of
the faculty. ;le will do well to discuss the matter thoroughly and in detail

ith his finance committee. Here again, when the matter is presented to
the entire hoard. the committee will understand the reasons for the in-
crease in the salary scale and will support the headmaster's recom-
mendation.

l'he converse of these procedures is equally true. A valuable channel of
communication from the board to the headmaster is through the appro-
priate hoard committees. The various committees of the hoard have a
good opportunity. in a smaller and more intimate setting than the full
hoard. to question the headmaster concerning policies and to inform
t hcmselY es more fully on the operation of the school.

To use another analogy, the headmaster and hoard may think of them-
selyes as the executive and legislative branches of the school administra-
tion. As clearly as the Constitution of the United States defines the areas
of its exe...-utiY e and legislative branches, there is inevitably some overlap in
jurisdik lion and function. It is within this gray area of overlap that friction
or a po,Yer struggle sometimes developsas naturally in a school as in a
go%ernment.

The best w ay to avoid this kind of friction is for the hoard and headmas-
ter to think of themsches not as competing branches of a single govern-
ment. but rather as members of a single team. The members of a team
have individual functions, but singly they cannot be successful. Only
through unity and cooperation under proper leadership can there he
success. It w ill help a great deal, therefore. if heads of schools and trustees
think in terms of unity, with the members of the board on the one hand
being active in their corporate capacity to establish policies and making
themselyes individually available to the headmaster for help when he
wants it. and the headmaster on the other hand functioning continually as
the chid executic officer of the institution. its leader. but always con-
scious of his responsibility to the board and to his school constituency.

ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE HEAD'S PERFORMANCE

A significant element in promoting and maintaining a sound relation-
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ship between board and head is the regular evaluation session. in which.
to put it in simple terms. the head can find out how he's doing and at the
same time register any concerns he has about the hoard's performance. To
repeat what was said earlier, the discussion ideally should be friendly but
frank.

About two thirds of the more than 600 heads who responded to a recent
surto- (see Appendix F) had some kind of review (usually annual.
sometimes at longer intervals) of their contract or oral agreement. It also
appeared. however. that often it was not the kind of candid appraisal we
are talking about. but merely a brief report of action at a board meeting
continuing the head's employment for a year. or a note from the treasurer
telling of a raise in salary and confirming other benefits for another year.

It things are going along all right. one might ask why an evaluation
session is needed. We believe that the head. just like a faculty member.
should hate the help and reassurance or cautioning (no doubt some of
both) that would be provided by a regular review of his performance. This
is clearly the it of many school heads who are getting one and many
more w ho are not. Here are two illustrative quotations. both from active
school heads:

I ha.e often tell .er% lonel% to mn job. and the lack of any reactionpraise or
Name ha. made the loneliness more acute. Some periodic re% ie.% of how the head

%%mild certain!. he helpful.

II ...mid like a contract I to create a reason for the board to evaluate the head's
pert, e least once a %ear.

What we are urging. and what most heads would like to have, is an in-
fOrmal re% lett in which the head can learn the views of the hoard as to his
performancewhere he is successful and where he seems to he less so.

Who is to do it? In nearly half of the cases reported in the survey, it was
the chief Aker of the board. the chairman or the president: in nearly as
man% instances it was either the executive committee or the full board. We
think that ordinarily it should he the president alone or with such other
oficers or members of the executive committee as he may wish to involve.
rather than the full board. We believe that the chances for a frank and
reasonably informal exchange of views are better if the reviewing group is
small. It is suggested. however. that the prt.sident ask all members of the
hoard for their individual appraisals prim to the evaluation session so that
he may he fully aware of the feelings of all his colleagues about the head.

How often? At least once a year. perhaps best in late fall or early winter.
t% hen the budget and salaries for the following year are about to be con-
sidered. and certainly more often than every two or three years. as is now the
case with smile heads. And it' there is serious criticism of the head, and a
situation that might deteriorate, the sessions should be more frequent
than once a year, and very specific.

What shall be said? Obviously it depends on circumstances, and we
make a suggestion or two only since we hear that trustees sometimes hes--
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tale because the% uon't feel confident of how to go about it. The descrip-
tion of the head's duties and responsibilities in the by-laws, in the head's
contract . or in an% memorandum of expectations drawn up at the time the
head w as engaged could supply a framework or checklist. Communica-
tions will probably loom large on any such list: has the head been ex-
emplar% or not in keeping the president and the bord informed? With
respect to changes made or in the making, has he been successful or not in
interpreting and explaining to parents and alumni, as well as to trustees.
facult%. and students. the how and the why of them? Has he taken the
time and the trouble necessary to involve others in the decision-making
process? Ha'. he sta%ed on the right side of the hoard -head division of
responsibilities. or has he ventured mistakenly into policymaking or
in% 01% ed the hoard too much in what should be the pros ince of administra-
tion? these are only suggestions. There is little doubt that in any actual
situation the topics to he discussed will make themselves evident.
pro%iding opportunities for noting areas where praise is due as well as
others w here there is room for im pro% ement. The talk on both sides should
be direct and candid. and it is sensible for the president to put in a memo-
andum (with a copy for the headmaster's private tile) a summary of the
salient points made.

I-he headmaster would do well to make a written self-evaluation before
the session. One head not only divs this but also invites his faculty to
esaluate him and carries the results into the meeting. And since the com-
munication is two-way. this is his chance to speak about the performance
of the trustees and their president (Mrs. X isn't following the ground rules
about parental complaints: Mr. Y is trying to give orders directly to the
head maintenance man: the w hole board is tending to encroach on admin-
i.trati% e turf).

We recogniie the tact that. if the relationship between head and hoard
president is %%hat it should he. much of what might he discussed at an
evaluation session will have been brought up from time to time without
ceremon% Ne%ertheless. we think there is merit in a planned session in
which the president may he accompanied by other trustees and reflect a
consensus it the board.

l'his need not he a traumatic experience for the head, nor. since no one
is perfect. a source of undiluted satisfaction.

Finalb, just as trustees face increased demand, and expectations. so do
school heads. The position of headmaster has al ays been a demanding
one. with unrelenting pressures on his time and energies from many direc-
tions. and with man% decisions to he made. Now new problems have to he

11hc PrK t'%% I% 1101 unlike the annual eu.tluattr,n in business o, I. :re management h
the .1% ol In tivrhcrt I 51.ter. I he Science of Telling Fxecitie, .1.her'te
t.rturt. Januar% 14'4. t..t pertinent %%tint ot caution "The %tiro mistake an et.alu-

ai.r n inikr t. t.. ,:t.1111%t %%110., barel% making It the wysion harboring
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met. or old ones having new complicationscurriculum, teaching meth-
ods. discipline. personnel. finance. every aspect of school life. The making
of decisions involves extended discussion with representatives of the
groups affected. followed by the timeconsuming process of explaining
and interpreting the new ways of doing things.

The increase in demands on school heads is certainly a partial explana-
tion of the noticeable trend toward shorter tenure.4 We stress this increase
because we think it important for the trustee of a school to be aware of the
nature and extent of the burdens their head is carrying and to recognize
the possibility that the demands of the school may he damaging his home
life :Ind endangering his (and his wile's) health and morale. They may find

;td%isable. as many boards have. to add administrative help, or to en-
courage. urge. or even require the head to break away periodically for rest
and recreation. to regain perspective on the school and its problems.

AVOIDING FR ICI IONTHE HEADMASTER

How can the headmaster avoid making major blunders that arouse the
rath of the trustees or cause them to lose confidence in him? Even

though he is the chief executive Aticer and leader. he will be well advised
from the point of view of diplo, iacy and tact to talk over anticipated deci-
sions and serious problems with the president of the hoard, or possibly
yy ith one or two other senior trustees in whom he has particular con-
fidence. He ought to feel free to talk with them on a friendly and unofficial
basis if need he.

Let us assume. for instance. that the headmaster, who is relatively new
and young, feels it necessary to dismiss a teacher who has been on the
faculty for a longer period of time than has the new headmaster. Tech-
nically and legally. the headmaster has a right to hire and tire members of
the faculty. He can stand on his rights and take action without consulting
the board. If he is wi c. however, he will first discuss this matter with his
committee on education and with his board president. Or suppose it is
necessary to dismiss the child of a family that has long been associated
yy ith the school or the child of a major contributor in a recent campaign.
Here again. the headmaster is perfectly %vithm hts rights to take this action
it he feels it is necessary. On the other hand. to secure his defenses, he

ould do well to explain the impending action to the president of the
board and possibly- a few other trustees. This is not meant to imply that
the headmaster is asking permission to do these things. but rather that he
wishes the trustees to understand fully his reasons for his actions. When
he is cony inced that a moral issue or the integrity of the school is at stake.
he must stand fast in the face of the most formidable opposition; only thus
can he maintain his own integtity.

Another way a headmaster can avoid making major blunders with

4 \ rc,em suns, ,h,mett that 25 cats ago the ,ocrage tenure of school head% v.as 12 years.
o i. lolly more than hall that.

.



hoard members is to keep close to public opinion. For example. a head-
master may wish to lead his school in a new direction. If conditions are
right. he a% he able to do it speedily. but if hoard and community are not
ready for the mike or do not understand it. to plunge boldly ahead may set
back by years the very cause the headmaster espouses. He may have to he
content with a period of preparing the ground. So it is important that the
headmaster keep his ear to the ground and know what students. parents,
and others are saying about the school. His contact with his faculty must
he continuous and personal. to keep him aware of their feelings and their
state of morale. When the headmaster is also active in community affairs,
mingling with parents. trustee+. alumni. and others, he is better able to
anticipate troubles before they become serious.

In line with these suggestions. the headmaster needs to he receptive to
advice. The young. inexperienced headmaster in particular must avoid
trying to assert his ow n position by flouting the advice of experienced per-
sons who know the community. The man who does this is as foolish as the
young adolescent who flouts the advice of parents, teachers, and other
elders, and he is equally likely to conic to grief.

Again. in a spirit of' mutual respect and cooperation; the headmaster
should always consult with the committee chairman before requesting a
meeting of a committee and should discuss with him the proposed agenda
and major topics coming up for discussion. Similarly, the headmaster
should discuss. ith the president of his hoard. the agenda for the board
meeting itself and the topics he intends to bring up for discussion and
decision.

Finally. the headmaster can avoid major blunders by paying very care-
ful attention to preparation and staff work before any meeting with any
group of trustees. He must he sure he has the supporting documents and
figures to back up his statements. He should amass a great deal more
material than he is likely to use, just as a doctor must have a great deal
more know ledge than he may he called upon to use in any one case. When
complex or controvetNia: problems are to conic up in a committee meeting.
tactual material and other reit.% ant information should be sent to trustees
ahead of time. Moreover, after any committee meeting or hoard meeting.
it is the responsibility of the headmaster to carry out decisions of the board
and to report to the appropriate officials, or to the entire boatd in some
cases, the fact that the decisions have been carried out. The headmaster
must use hi judgment whether he can do so through a telephone callto
a committee chairman or officer of the boardor whether he should
inform the entire board in writing. In short, a smoothly working board
and smooth hoard-headmaster relations depend heavily on the thought.
imagination, initiative. and hard wot k of the headmaster.

AVOIDING FRICTIONTHE TRUSTEES

How can trustees avoid making major blunders? They must respect the
headmaster for his professional position and for his experience and knowl-
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edge. They should have the same kind of confidence in him professionally
that the% have in their lawyer or their doctor and deal with him as an
equal. not as a subordinate. (Trustees should also recognize their respon-
sibility toward a new headmaster by seeing to it that he and his wife are
properly introduced to the community.)

It has already been pointed out that individual trustees have no author-
ity. over the headmaster and have no right to instruct him or give him
orders. Only the full hoard of trustees. meeting officially. may request or
e% en demand that the headmaster follow certain directives of the board.
The trustee who usurps the authority of the board and takes it on himself
to tell the headmaster how to run the school must be brought into line by
the president of the hoard and other trustee: or be dropped as a trustee.

Trustees inoitably will receive complaints from disgruntled parents and
e%en occasionally from a disgruntled teacher. A trustee should never
attempt to solve the problem but should always refer the complaining
individual directly to the head of the school. The trustee's duty then is to
inform the headmaster at once that the individual has made a complaint.
If the headmaster does not hear from the individual within a reasonable
time. he should make it his business to talk with him.

If the parent or teacher has already talked to the head and is still not
satisfied. then the trustee may either refer the complainer to the president
of the board or listen without comment and offer to take it up with the
president for such action as may be indicated. It is for the president of the
board. not for the individual trustee, to talk the matter over with the
school head and decide how to handle the matter from there on. It is gen-
erally agreed that going around the head to the board or to individual
members of it is to he discouraged. except in the rarest of circumstances,
as tending to undermine the necessary and proper authority of the chief
operating officer of the school. namely, its head.

I3 the same token. trustees hearing complaints in the community
should support the headmaster, assure the complainant that the head-
master desires to do the right thing and that a call on him should result in
satisfaction. and inform the head of the talk they have heard. Whatever
the cause of complaint or dissatisfaction that comes to the attention of a
trustee. the head should never be left unaware of it but have the chance to
profit by it. to correct a situation that needs correcting. or to defend his
position or his act ion.

varticular responsibility rests with the president of the board of
trustees. for it is his duty to keep his trustees in line. We have already
spoken of the importance of indoctrinating and orienting new trustees; it
is not a had idea for the president to use 'he annual meeting as the
occasion for reminding the whole hoard not only of the ground rules in the
kinds of situations just mentioned, but also of the working arrangements
for the division of powers. duties. and responsibilities between head and
board.
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A CONTRACT FOR THE HEAD?

The question is often raised whether the head should have a written con-
tract. for a year or longer. with the hoard. The recent survey of the opin-
ions of school heads on this subject brought out some interesting facts and
divergent points of view (see Appendix F). About half of the heads had
something in writinga contract or letter of agreementand about the
same number. though not necessarily the same people. favored a con-
tractuzd arrangement. Often the contract was no more than an under-
taking of the hoard to pay a certain salary. with fringe benefits and per-
quisites spelled out with some care, and an agreement to those terms by
the head. Many who had no contracts argued emphatically against them:
"It relationships are sound. contracts are unimportant": "If trust and
respect between head and hoard go. all the paper in the world is worth-
less": and most of this group preferred the "gentleman's agreement"
under which they worked. Many others, however, suggested that contracts
would help avoid misunderstanding. that boards change and verbal agree-
ments are forgotten. and so on. And, significantly, many of those who
were happy with their no-contract status with their own board said they
would favor a contract for their successor. or would want one if they
moved to another school. or that they had one when they started (but felt it
w as no longer necessary), or favored a contract for the early years of a
new head.

Cleark opinions differ, and it is a matter of mutual agreement between
head and board whether to formalize the arrangement by a contract (or by
a letter to the head and signed by him, which amounts to a contract).
Whatever the form of the understanding. there are two objectives to be
achieved. One is to set up a working relationship between board and head
in w hick the chance of misunderstanding can be minimized, and the
other. particularly important in these days of shorter tenure for heads, is
so to regulate the process by which the relationship is terminated as to
avoid damage or unnecessary difficulties to either party.

Accordingly. we look with favor on something in writing (1) that spells
out in detail the head's salary and perquisites and makes it clear who pays
for w hat in the way of housing, insurance, transportation. school enter-
taining. and so on. so that there can be no misunderstanding on this score:
(2) that contains a paragraph or two specifying the duties and respon-
sibilities of the head, and those of the hoard, or refers to the paragraphs in
the school's b% laws that deal with them: (3) that provides for an annual
review of pertOrmance, as discussed earlier (and see Appendix F). with
details as to when and by whom: and (4) that specifies the procedures to be
t011ow ed for renewal of the agreement as well as its termination. (See
Appendix C for sample agreements.)

TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT

It is sate to assume that many a hoard-head relationship will not con-



time until the head's retirement. There will surely be instances where it
yy ill continue to that end with great benefit to all, but there are all sorts of
possible reasons for its being terminated at some point before that. A
board may wish to initiate a change: so may the head. Schools at different
times in their existence may need different kinds of leadership. The board
or the head. or both. may sense such a need and decide that a change of
leadership is desirable.

File head may wish to move to , nother part of the country. or to a dif-
ferent kind of school: he may he asked to consider a position with greater
responsibility . one he sees as a career opportunity he cannot pass by: or he
may tel he has done all he set out to do at school X and wants the chal-
lenge of a new set of problems at school 1'; or he may be tired out and seek
et less demanding occupation.

Or diftCring opinions. strongly held. may develop between board and
head on a policy question so basic that neither party can accept the other's
leNS about how the school should operate. Assuming frank discussions.

good ss ill on each side. and ample notice. it should he possible to resolve
any of these situations amicably and with assurance of a smooth transition.

tever. there can he other situations where the path may not be so
smooth and clear. 'Fake the situation, for example. in which the board has
supported the head. worked conscientiously with him and done its best to
guide and direct him. but has become increasingly doubtful of his eventual
success. A new school year is well along, but evidence of incompetence or
lack of leadership on the part of the head has become so conspicuous that
the hoard is convinced that there must be a change and that it must
happen before the next school year begins. It is too late to give appropriate
notice. but the board must ask for the head's resignation and announce
the impending change as soon as possible.

.A quotation from a handbook written for committee members of
Friends schools (the committee of a Friends school is the equivalent of a
board of trustees) is appropriate for consideration here.5

Permutation of Sen ice

5, won .1, rt becomes apparent to the committee that the head of the school is
not arr% ins responsitulit les Nell or is making repeated tirmise judgments. there
.ire delimit. que,noth %%hich the eomnottee should ask itself. Has it examined care-
lull it, to% n act ton,. to assure itself that methods of operation and areas of restxm
sibilto haw been eleArO 'termed and faithfully adhered to? Has the head of the
,,hool been go en the a LII horny he needs to operate the school N ithin the framework
..ikonitnitter policies" Has the committee. because of its concern for the welfare of
the ..!:. -!. aver) %ohototh to the point of meddling? With these questions answered
sanstaelorth. the committee should labor kindly with the head in order to resolve
the difficult% Failing in this objective. the committee faces the painful step of
making a change in leadership.

Recommended practices. The key factor to be reckoned with in any
termination, whether initiated by board or head. is the matter of adequate

511,ind u Al embers fil Frtend.s Schw p. I S.
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notice. In the interests of the school as well as the head, notice should nor
mally be given before a specified date in the yearat least eight to ten
months before the end of a given school year, or. better still, a year before.
Such emended notice is essential in order to give the trustees time to search
for and secure a successor and, similarly, for the head to find a new
position. The hiring process in the independent school world is governed
by the special rhythm of the school year and is normall 'Tied on during
the fall and early winter months, with appointments be. announced no
later than March and new heads taking over during the summer. When
th.s schedule is followed, changes are accomplished with a minimum of

t11 the normal year-to-year functioning of the school.
If there is a written agreement or contract, it should certainly cover the

matter of notice. Even when there is no agreement, the reasons for notice
cited above still apply and must be taken into consideration.

Because notice plays such a critical role in the termination process, it
becomes essential to make provision for equitable financial settlement
when for some reason appropriate notice cannot be given, as in the case
cited above. In such instances, we reco.nmend as sound practice the con-
tinuation of salary beyond the school year in which dismissal occurs for a
period of sufficient length to enable the dismissed head to secure accept-
able employment. In determining what is "reasonable," consideration
should be given to the timing of the dismissal (the later in the school year
the greater the obligation), the length of service of the head, his personal
and family circumstances, the financial condition of the school, and any
other pertinent factors.

In practice. such settlements have ranged from six months to a year. In
some cases, agreements call for continuation of salary fora specified num-
ber of months. or until the head has secured another position; in others,
they provide for a specified period. or amount, of separation pay without
condition.

Proctices to he 'avoided. A board should not start a search process or
engage a new head without letting the incumbent know he is on the way
out. The latter is entitled to the earliest possible notice, and a search pro-
cess carried on covertly is an affront to the school's constitutents as well as
to the head.

A head should not negotiate for a new position in secret, telling the
board he is leaving only after he has secured the new job.

Dismissal action should be taken by the whole board. not by individuals
or committees. If the head wants an opportunity to discuss his situation
with the board. he should be given one, prior to final action.

Individual trustees should not on their own initiative try to encourage a
head to resign by a hint to him that such action would be welcomed by the
board.

Except for reasons of physical or mental health or of moral turpitude or
serious dereliction of duty. a head should not be required to leave a school
in the middle of the year; and, conversely, it goes without saying that a
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head should not leave a school in the middle of the year except possibly for
some compelling reason of health or family crisis.

These "don'ts" are listed because there have been at one time or an-
other instances of all of them, unlikely as it may seem. They all violate in
one way or another the spirit of sound board-head relationships. Further-
more, they are certain to result in damage to reputationswhether the
individual's, the board's, or the school's. They inevitably will make it
more difficult tO attract candidates to till the position, and they are very
likely to create serious disruption and disaffection among the school's
constituents.

Help from the outside. When the board-head relationship is in trouble
and gives indications of falling apart. it is possible that an outside dispas-
sionate view may be helpful in resolving difficulties and in getting the
situation back on the track, or at least in working out an orderly termina-
tion procedure. The executive officers of NAIS are wore than willing to
respond to requests for their advice or for suggestions of impartial and
experienced outsiders who can advise with disinterest and objectivity.
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CHAPTER 111

SELECTING A NEW HEAD
AND GETTING HIM STARTED

The selection of a new head is the most important decision a board of
trustees is ever called on to make. Hardly anyo.ie will quarrel with that
statement, yet some boards. faced with the necessity of finding a new
head. seem to handle the problem without the care and deliberation the
importance of the choice dictates, with results which are too often unfor-
tunate. The two earlier editions of this handbook went into considerable
detail on the selection process. The subject is given much less space in this
revision, not because it has lost importance or because NAIS has lost inter-
estquite the contrary on both counts. If anything. the importance of
doing the job well has become even clearer. and NAIS now has a separate
publication on the subject, with suggestions not only for the board doing
the searching but also for the persons who may turn up as candidates.' A
hoard that faces or anticipates facing the problem of finding a new head
(or a head for a new schoc!) is encouraged to get in touch with NAIS. to
get this booklet. and to ask about other forms of assistance.

The booklet offers guidance for the school's board from the moment a
change is decided upon. through the necessary preparation for finding
and screening the candidates, on through the actual screening and the
preliminary and final interviews. to the final selection and the thorough
and open exchange of information and opinion between board and
prospective head. Experience with a number of instances of dissent and
discord between boards and heads strongly points to the skimping or
neglect of this last process as a frequent underlying cause of heads
resigning or boards deciding to make a change. The booklet also stresses
the importance of some form of participation in the selection process by
the various constituencies of the school. Finally, it makes clear that it is
important to give the candidate's wife2 (when the field has been narrowed

I /h Selection and Appointment o) School Heads I ee Appendix Al. To assist boards of
trustees in the search for a new head. NAIS maintains the Headmaster Clearing House
Sersice. Boards that elect to subscribe to the service receive a copy of this booklet. various
listings of candidates. and the general a7:,,ice and counsel of NAIS staff members.

2Here sse can abandon the convention that "he" includes "she." "headmaster" includes
-headmistress.- and so on. While a headmaster's wife often has an important place in the
school led b her husband. instances where the headmistress's husband is similarly involved
are rare. and the circumstances of the ins olsement will certainly be different.
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doss n) more serious attention than the kind of casual looking-over she will
get at a chiefly social gathering of trustees and wives or of faculty.

THE HEADMASTER'S WIFE

In many schools. especially boarding schools, a good deal is expected of
the headmaster's wife. but little is said about it at the prehiring interviews
or on the visits to the school. Not long ago, over 200 headmasters' wives
answered an extensive questionnaire about their role, and a report sum-
ming up their replies had this to say.:

In respeet k the **hiring procedures.- the [Trustee] Handbook should he revised
to take serioush into account the person whose life may he committed at the same
time .1, her hustiaturs. and of whom there may he great unspoken expectations.
1 he trustees ought to recognirc her as an individual and not just as an adjunct to
her husband. Cher should allosk her an opportunity to hear what the expectations
.ire tit ant ) and to respond according to her choice. The evidence . . . points to an
enthusiasm nook ement. ocr iiluntarily increasing. But she is not the one being
hired. and doesn't belies e she should he taken for granted as part of an -automatic
idwkage de.11.

Once expected to be mostly a "friendly, gracious, intelligent. noncon-
troversial. attractive hostess." the headmaster's wife now looks more to
the opportunity to work closely with her husband in a joint and vital enter-
prise. Again quoting from the questionnaire. "The times are changing
and headmasters' wives are individualsperhaps more committed to ser-
vice than the average but more and more eager to do that serving in their
o n way." It is clear that (unless in the school concerned the headmaster's
wife has no part to play) in the selection process a promising candidate's
wife should he taken seriously as an important part of a team. and she
should have a chance to discuss what may be expected of her and what she
feels best able to contribute. When the selection process has been com-
pleted. and thereafter. the board must not take the headmaster's wife for
granted. but. recognizing the demands and difficulties of her position.
review them sympathetically from time to time, and. if necessary. be re-
sponsive to the idea that her share in the life of the school may need to be
revised or reduced.

AFTER THE NEW HEAD TAKES CHARGE

Some special attention must now be given to something that is of almost
equal importance to that of selecting the new head: ensuring the success of
the new administration and giving it strength and support. Even though
many hoards give the choice of a new head all the care and attention it
deserves. they pay too little attention to this second concern, again with
unfortunate results. It is perhaps not too fanciful to compare a school and
its new head to a newly married couple. If the marriage is to work. each
must he ready to adjust to the otherto get used to the other's ways. and
to recognize and be ready to help avoid or overcome difficulties that are
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apt to ariseuntil full understandings are reached and the partnership
can he considered a success.

It can he a touchy period, taking as much as a year or two for faculty,
parents. and students to get over the discomfort of change. It would be
surprising, and unusual, if there was no group that regretted the depar-
ture of the old head and was uncomfortable. or at least unconvinced.
about the new one. As in most processes. there is a wrong way and a right
w ay for the trustees to go through this period.

The wrong Wjy. Let us paint a picture. by no means imaginary, of what
can happen. 1 he retiring head is a person who has won the respect and
affection of the school community. The school has been his life, at least in
recent years. It hears his stamp and reflects his views. Many of the staff
were engaged and developed by him: not only does he know them well but
he knows their families and their families' problems. Many of the trustees
are his own former students. and he is almost a "father figure" to a large
portion of the alumni.

The new head is young andat least in this situationuntried. The
trustees, a hit anxious about the transition, ask the retiring head to stay on
as a member of the hoard of trustees. to help the new head and generally
keep an eye on things. The retiring head is well aware of the dangers of
interference vv ith his successor, and he wants him to succeed. Being vitally
interested in the school. he is sure that the way he intends to help cannot
possibly he considered interference.

So the new head takes charge. and there is very likely a honeymoon
period w hen everyone is happy. But pretty soon the new head makes a
change in something "we've always done that way." The former head,
while accepting in theory the proposition that a school must move and
change if it is to stay alive, is inclined to think that tire: change is a mis-
take. that it implies a criticism of the way things were done before. Never-
theless. determined not to interfere, he keeps silent; not so some of the
staff (and no doubt some of the parents. too). who are so devoted to the
former head that they are sure that anyone who is going off in a different
direction from the one in which he led must be making a mistake. Several
w rite or telephone to their former chief, who can't help listening somewhat
sympathetically. and with a little subconscious satisfaction over troubles
he is certain would not have arisen if he had been in charge. Two or three
teachers have friends on the hoard of trustees to whom they register their
concern. Several of the trustees listen to the story and start talking among
themselves. Very possibly neither the former head nor any of the aggrieved
faculty. nor any of the trustees who listen to them, lets the new head know
that he is being criticind. or for what.

Pretty soon another similar situation, another flurry of telephone talks
and letters: and then another: and there is a group of the faculty who talk
among themselves about the defects of the new leader, and some trustees
w hu w muter whether a wrong choke has been made. Still no communica-
tion vv ith the new head, but through a helpful teacher or a friendly trustee
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he gets wind of trouble and of the development of a dissatisfied group on
the faculty. He may also learn that the former head and some of the trust-
ees have been listening to the complaints without telling him about them.
His confidence is shaken, he becomes uncertain in his course of action, he
doesn't know whom he can trust. he suspects some of the teachers are
turning the students against him, and the moment comes when a com-
mittee of the hoard waits on him and tells him with kindness and sadness
that they think it's best for the school that he resign. The result: the
abrupt end of a promising start as an administrator by the new head, and
some tarnishing of his escutcheon; another shock to the school com-
munity: another search for a new head, perhaps made more difficult by
reluctance on the part of other promising young candidates to take the
post in the light of the short stay of the previous head and the feeling that,
it the trustees are the kind to allow this sort of situation to develop, the
next person may be no more fortunate.

We repeatthis is by no means an imaginary picture. The sequence of
events described can be documented by reference to a number of actual
situations, though there are of course variations, and sometimes the pro-
cess is spread over several years. The points to be made are, first, that this
sad series of eventssad for the new head, for the trustees, and for every-
one else connected with the schoolhappens in spite of the fact that
everyoneretired head. trustees, teachers, and any parents and alumni
who get into the acthas the best intentions in the world and nothing but
the hest interests of the school at heart; and. second, that it can happen
anywhere and is a danger for trustees to reckon with whenever there is a
change of administration at a school. Accordingly, we want to make some
suggestions about how the chances of a successful transition can be im-
proved. These. too. are not imaginary; they are taken from actual situa-
tions that have worked out happily.

The right war. The trustees do not invite the retiring headmaster to
continue on the board (nor. it may be added, do they invite him to retain
an official connection with the school as director of development, director
of alumni relations. or whatnot). In fact. it' he is a regular rather than an
ex wade) member. and shows signs of wanting to stay on, they politely
make it plain to him that they would like him to resign. In the first place.
they know that his advice and help will be available whether or not he is a
member of the board. and they know how hard it will be for the new head
to run the school with his predecessor looking over his shoulder; how hard,
too. for the new head to bring in recommendations to the board for
changes ith the former head sitting right there. They also know, having
been reminded by the hoard president. that if they have good friends on
the faculty they may well hear tales of woe from them about the new
administration. but that in all cases it is their duty to ask whether the
matter has been discussed with the head, and. if not, to say that that is the
first thing for the teacher to do (and the trustee gets on the phone without
delay to .ithiw the head that he can expect to hear from Mr. X). He fol-
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lows the same procedure with any parent fat any ti, . it may be added).
and makes sure in each case that the president of the board is aware of
N hat k going m.

The retiring head moves away from the community where the school is

located. though it must he said that distance of the former head from the
scene is no guarantee that there won't be trouble. By the same token. if he
lives around the corner it can be as though he were on another planet. It
all depends on the person and the posture he adopts. He tells his faculty at
their last meeting together that he is dissociating himself completely from
the school. 3 that he has confidence in his successor and wants them to give
him their loyalty and support. and says that, while he hopes to hear from
them and see them often. if for any reason they are troubled about any-
thing to do with the school. they should talk first to the head and then, if
not satistie. to the president of the board of trustees. but not to him, the
about-tobe-retired head. If. during the succeeding months. any of the
faculty forgets this admonition and writes or telephones or calls to express
discontent about the way things are going. he reminds the teacher about
his stance and talks of other things.

The president of the hoard has a special responsibility not only for ad-
vising hoard members about the correct handling of complaints from
teachers or parents. but for keeping the lines of communication open with
the new head. making sure the head knows of dissension ordissatifaction
in the faculty. or in the parent body. discussing with him the matters that
have caused it and ways of handling it, suggesting action that might re-
duce and eliminate it. Above all. he makes him feel th't he. the president.
is a friend who wants to make the new administration successful, one who

iter,: is an actual example of a headmaster doing it the right way:

I0 FACIA. FY AND FACULTY WIVF:S:

Av I said at our last Faculty meeting in May. Jane and I vy ill need your help in an
important matter connected Yvith the change in administration.

It as ohs lous that a new headmaster should not rind the old headmaster looking
over his shoulder. At least it should he obvious. though I have known a number of
retiring headmasters who haw accepted ;nvitations to remain on the hoards of
trustee,. haw klt tree to offer unrequested advice to their successors. have ex-
pressed hurt and disappointment over changes. etc.. ad it regret to report)
mrirruirm. I hese blatant forms of interference I trust I can avoid.

from the experience of some of my colleagues. however. there is a more
subtle trap for a retired headmaster: the continued inv olvement in discussion with
ieachers id controversial school issues. whether they he matters of educational

perNonnl. or whatever. Jane and I will try to avoid this trap but. since we
plan to hye to the area and will continue to see our friends. many of whom are
membem of the faculty. we need your help in keeping such subjects off our agenda
tor a kyy years. 't oil know. I trust. that this request does not indicate any loss of
interest on our part in all of you or in the school.

I ,ould not possitilv express here our gratitude toyou all. but we feel it. Good luck!
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is ready to and will support him through a period of considerable storm
and stress. It is almost inevitable that a few parents and a few teachers will
find things to complain about in a new administration. if only because it is
not just like the old one. lithe hoard makes it clear that the new head has
its contidenci. Ind hacking. the situation will almost certainly right itself
soon enough.

l'he head. too. must do his share of keeping the lines of communication
open. talking over any difficulties that have arisen (which ttfe hoard presi-
dent may not know about). and not trying to conceal them in the hope that
the ma not come to the attention of the board. It may be said that, when
the head and the hoard president have reached a point where they cannot
talk togethei easily. the situation is ripe for trouble.

We do not want to he too dogmatic about what the different parties
should doheadmaster getting off the board, refusing to discuss with his
friends among the teachers their concern about what is happening at the
school, and so on. We have known situations where the retired head stayed
on the board because the new head begged him to do so: and the retired
head could he helpful hr counseling the teachers on how to improve
matters at the school while supporting the new incumbent and by quietly
and tactfully giving the new head a bit of good advice about the
personalities involved and how to handle them. But we do feel that the
first picture we painted can lead to trouble, and that the second indicates
a recognition of the dangers inherent in a transition period. The important
things are the attitudes of the people involved, maintaining communica-
tion with the new head, and avoiding "behind- his - back" discussions be-
meen teachers, trustees, and the retired head.

As is so often the ease ir all kinds of affairs. good judgment and under-
standing as well as good intentions are needed. With those qualities in the
ascendant, the hoard and the new head can enter into the kind of fruitful
partnership that leads a school to success.
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CHAPTER IV

A POSTSCRIPT

Trustees, in our experience, are hard-working, conscientious, and intelli-
gent men and women. It is hard to see how the independent school cou
have remained in existence or could continue without them. If we were to
have any criticism, it would probably be that they are too ready to confine
their activities to budget and plant, and too shy or too modest to get in-
volved in the educational and human side, which is the heart of the mat-
ter. We hope that this booklet will give them some encouragement for
doing so (while carefully observing the distinction between policy and ad-
ministration!). Just as war is too important to be left to the generals, so
education is to important to be left to the educators.

The tact that this handbook has een revised for the second time since
its original publication ten years ago testifies to the cteady evolution, in

this period. of the role and zsponsibility of the independent school
trustee. We have seen no reas-n to change iia any significant way the state-
ment of fundamental princ .s which we made in the first edition. There
are. however. some additional illustrative points of view that have emerged
with sonic strength in recent years.

There is little need to speak of the new problems that have come to the
fore. No one who has been trustee of an independent school needs to be re-
minded of thempersistent inflation. new kinds rf disciplinary problems.
new relation hips between trustees, administrators, teachers, and stu-
dents, the shift from single-sex schools to coeducation or coordinate
education, new philosophies about teaching methods and what's to he
taughtto mention only the most conspicuous examples. Abundant
credit must be gi.en to boards and school heads for the fact that most
schools have not merely successfully breasted tides that seemed capable of
overwhelming them. but have moved forward. And while board-head rela-
tionships are not invariably perfect. there is plenty of testimony from a
great many school heads that they not only have no complaints on this
score. but, on the contrary. they have a most re.arding relationship with
their board and find its members thoroughly supportive.

As has happened in more than one earlier era. there have been some
who have predicted the end of independent schools, but again, as in
earlier times. these predictions have proved premature. For example,
NA IS has on its membership list (counting active members and schools
subscribing to its New School Services) 78 schools that were not in exist-
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ence ten scars ago. and there must he many more that have not yet made
themselves known to NA IS. (New schools usually mean new and inexperi-
enced trustees. It in this booklet we have occasionally seemed overdirective
to trustees, that is one reason, and we ask to he excused and to h. re it
noted that we have been similarly direct about the responsibilities and
occasional failings of school heads.)

These pages nwke it clear enough, we think, that being trustee ofan inde-
pendent school is not an honorary position or a sinecure; it calls for hard

ork anti intelligent judgment on many difficult matters. We hope that
trustees ill tind many of their questions answered in this handbook. It'
there are other questions. the staff of NA IS will he happy to hear them and
to t r to ge or find for them the best answers obtainable.
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APPENDIX A

NAIS PUBLICATIONS

The following publications of possible interest to trustees may be ordered
from the National Association of Independent Schools, 4 Liberty Square.
Boston. Mr ssachusetts 02109:

Independent Schtmil Administratiwt. by E. Laurence Springer. 1%7.52.50.
Ayr- wiring 'fir Independent Schools. a manual of uniform accounting procedures for inde-

pendent schools. 1969. $2.50.
.4,/nitrimmitive.S'idury.Survey. published periodically; latest edition, 1974. 52.00.
.4nalttcal .Studs ot Instructional Personnel Policies in NAIS Member Schools. prepared by

Hems bahlberg. Jr.. 19'2. S.75
.4nnual Statistics of NAIS Member Schools. published annually as special issue of NAI.S.

Report. SI AX1. or available through subscription to NAIS Report (see below).
Berictit Plans tor Faculty and Stall. 1%9. S I .00.
I he Budget It% an introduction to Financial Management. by Dexter K. Strong. 1971. 51.25.
0,educat,t),, Packet. a variety of data on the movement to coeducation, mergers of schools,

reports t roni schools of their experience with coeducation. 1973. 54.00.
.4 mi.rwurt Nonpublic Schools: Patterns of Diversity. by Otto F. Kraushaar, the first compre-

hensive studs of America's private schools, published by The Johns Hopkins University
F'ress. 19'2. S10(X).

the .sOmpublic Schools and the Public: A Avid Discussion. 1474. $1.00.
I he Selection and Appointment rd School Heads. by Frank R. Miller. a manual of sugges-

tions to hoards.` rustees and candidates, 1971. $1.00.

Available by subscription

The Independent School Bulletin. the professional quarterly journal of the Association. S.S.00
pry ear_

.V-ILV Report. the Association's newsletter reporting on events. legislation. publications, and
de% elopments of particular interest to administrators and trustees. Four regular issues per
sear plus special issues to report on surveys of tuition fees. salaries, enrollment, and other
statistical data. 5.1.(X) per 'sear.
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APPENDIX 13

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

1. Relations between board and head, with regard to termination, ex-
cerpted from Prokssional Standards of the Head Mistresses Association
of the East (revised 1971)

IV. Standards for Relationships between School Heads and Boards ofTrustees.
An understanding. either written or oral. normally exists between the Head of the School

and the Board of rustees covering the obligations and remuneration of the Head. Many
mutual obligations. hoss ever. cannot Ix easily specified or foreseen. When unusual problems
arise. both school Heads and Boards may falter or take steps harmful to the school and to
themselves. I he Head Mistresses Association of the East hopes that the following general
principles may be helpful to all concerned:

I. General. Esery effort should be made both by the Trustees and by the Head of a school
to maintain a complete and co,nmon understanding of school policies and procedures
through regular meetings and constant communication. Trustees should have opportu-
nity and encouragement to visit the school frequently and to familiarize themselves with
school affairs. If the Head faces serious problems he she should inform the Trustees
soon enough to enable them to gain adequate information on which to base their advice
or decision. If the Trustees feel any dissatisfaction. they should first speak promptly
and fr inkly to the Head. In every case. the purpose is always to maintain mutual under-
standing and to remedy problems before they reach major proportions.

2. Resignation of the Head. In the event that a school Head's appointment is to be ter-
minated either by his her own wish or by a decision of the Board, those concerned
should gist: serious thought to the welfare of the institution and its students and to the
More professional and financial welfare of the Head.
a. Resignation initiated by the Head. A head who intends to resign must give the Board

ample time to find a successor and. except under unusual circumstances. must fulfill
his her contractual obligations for the current academia year. Notice to the Trust-
ees of at least a full year is strongly recommended. Lesser notice should be given only
for an exceptional reason. and, except for urgent cause. February first should be
considered the latest date at which resignation may honorably be tendered for the
tollov.inooar.

h. Resignation initiated by the Board. A Board of Trustees should request a Head's
resignation only after careful consideration and candid discussion with him / her

period of time. If a Board then concludes that the interest of the school re-
quires the Head's resignation. the following procedures are recommended to avert
the serious damage which may be done both to school and Head by hasty and ill-
consiclereo act 1.0:

1 Resignation hould be requested insofar as possible long enough in advance to
gist: the Head ample opportunity to find a suitable position. Academic positions
are customarily available only during a limited period of the year. With proper
foresight. a Board should usually be able to give notice of a full year.
Except for grasest cause. every effort should be made to avoid the departure of
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the Head in the course of an academic year. Both the Board and the Head should
carefully weigh the cost of a temporarily difficult situation against the harm that
may he done to the standing of the school and to its teachers and students by the
abrupt or arbitrary tet urination of the appointment of the Head.
In all cases, the Board and Head should make every effort to maintain a climate
of teelmg which will make it mutually agreeable and appropriate for the Head to
continue in office until the expiration (lithe term of notice.

2) Financial arrangements will vary according to circumstances. but, in addition to
fulfilling the contractual commitmer I. a Board of Trustees should recognize
through its settlement that in the event of an emergency dismissal late in the
school year. a Head will in all likelihood he unable to find suitable employment
for the next school year.

c. Pulthr nnutineemenr It is in the interest of the school that both the Board and the
Head come to an agreement as to the most dignified procedure for handling the
public announcement of the Head's resignation.

2. Relations between schools. Excerpted from Code of Ethics. Indepen-
dent Schools Association of the Central States. November 1973

I he unqualified approval for Lull membership and accreditation by ISACS of any member
.0100101,11i he. in part. dependent upon that school's compliance. in spirit as well as in word.
%y h high professional and ethical standards. Specific guidelines include the following:

I No school shall attempt to influence a teacher to break a contract already signed with
another school. If no renewal contract has as yet been signed. however. the Headmaster
seekinu Ills sers ices should secure the consent of the Head of his present school before
negot wilit11% for a change are consummated.

2 school shall seek to enroll for the same sear a student who is currently enrolled in
another sc hot II.

I Financial assistance is customarily granted to students on the basis of need. Where
there etas he competition between member schools for the enrollment of a new student, the
most important consideration must he the welfare of the student himself. Extreme care must
therefore he taken not to use financial aid, misrepresentation of facts or other unethical
prast kes to influence the student's decision.

4_ `o .01001 shall accept a transfer student without consultation with his previous school.
or % hout ultim aids securing appropriate records.

3 %II reports and information exchanged between schools concerning pupils. parents. or
leachers must he kept completely confidential.

-1to %%hoot upon recessing a request from a qualified school for a statistical or personal
report on a former student. should comply promptly with said request. If. for some good
reason. it is either imiaissible or inathisable to send such a report. the former school is ex-
pes ted to so limit% the person requesting the information.
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APPENDIX C

EXCERPTS FROM CONTRACTS AND BY-LAWS

1. A sample contract

Dear Bill:

On behalf of the Board of Trustees. I am writing to convey our offer of a new contract of
employment to supersede entirely your present contract as of July 1, 1973, on the following
terms and conditions, which were approved by the Board at its special meeting held June
2bth. 19-3.

1. Duration and Review of Contract
The Board of Trustees hereby renews your contract with the school for a period of five

seam beginning July I. 1973, and continuing through June 30, 1978, subject to two formal
re% iew s: the first. to he completed by July 1. 1975. shall be a complete review. at which time
either party can renegotiate any itent in the contract: the second review to begin in February.
ILI. shall he undertaken to negotiate terms of a new contract. There shall also be informal
reviews of am matters of concern to the School. the Headmaster, and or the board of
Trustees. between the Headmaster and the Board of Trustees each year. or whenever neces-
sary. to nunntain free communication between the Headmaster and the Board of Trustees.

2. Com pensation
A. Salary: The salary of the Headmaster. efft:ctive July 1, 1973 or as soon thereafter as

the increase ma% he legally paid. shall be S In the event that wage-price regulations
prohibit an increase to the intended level at the present time. the salary shall be raised as of
Juts I. 19-3 to the maximunt permissible rate and shall be advanced to the aforesaid rateat
the earliest possible time. No later than December of each year of the contract. including
19'1. the Board of Trustees shall review the salary and shall make adjustments as it deems
itppropriate. The fringe benefits applicable to the Headmaster shall bt at least equivalent to
those !molded the faculty at large.

B. Residence: The Headmaster shall he required to live at the residence at
for IA ilia all utilitiesgas. electricity. water, fuel and telephoneshall be provided at the
expense of the School.

('. Expense Account: An expense account shall be provided in the annual budget for
the Headmaster's professional functions, including travel. meals, lodging, dues for profes-
sional organi/ations. gifts. and entertainment. If the Board of Trustees considers other cub
turd. so cial. or community memberships desirable, initiation fees and dues shall be at the
expense of the School. In general. if reasonable expense is incurred on behalf of the school,
the School shall reimburse the Headmaster for such expense.

1) Vacation: The Headmaster shall have one month of vacation time during the
summer In addition to regular school vacations, the Headmaster shall have ten days during
the school year. to be taken at his discretion.

3. Duties
A. In relation to the Board of Trustees: as the chief administrative officer for the Board

of trustees. the Headmaster shall he expected to carry out the policies of the School and the
dixisions of the Boarc; of Trustees. He shall he expected to anticipate the leveloping needs of
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the School. and the community. and to interpret these needs and changes to the Board of
I rustees. He shall he responsible for keeping the Board of Trustees well - informed on all
matters pertaining to the school at all times. The Headmaster shall be a member of all Com-
mittees related to the .school.

B. In administration of the school: the Headmaster shall he the administrator and
educational leader of the school. He shall have general supervision over the academic and
admitustrame operation 'lithe school and subsidiary activities sponsored by the school. The
Headmaster with the Business Manager shall he responsible for the preparation of the
Annual Budget. MI administrative. faculay, and staff members' duties shall be delineated by
the Headmaster and these employees shall he responsible to the Headmaster.

C. Fund Raising: during the term of this contract. a Fund Raising Drive will probably
he launched. The Headmaster with the support of the Board of Trustees shall initiate and
de%elop leadership for such a campaign toward the successful conclusion of the Drive.

D. Outside acti%ities: the Board of Trustees recognizes the need of the Headmaster to
h., time to represent the School as a professional consultant (not to exceed approximately
10';. of total working hours) or as a participant in professional organizations.

Please accept this contract by signing the original and seeing that it is in the minutes of the
Board of i rustees.

.4 cuipti.,/
. . .

2. Procedural statements

A. Orientation la new trustees t from a single school)

On behalf of the Board
of Trustees.

Date

The members of the Board of Trustees of School are elected to this body by the
. Association. The Board operates according to the School Association by-laws.

with which each member must acquaint himself. It is the total Board membership which
assumes the ultimate responsibility for the operation and continuity of the school and.
through the headmaster. sees that the policies of the school are carried out. The elected
officers and the appointed committee chairmen have added responsibilities. but not implied
prisileges. the %alue of each member is understood to he equal.

A. In order to prepare and educate new Board members for the responsibilities, there will
he an orientation seminar held prior to the first fall Board meeting. Each new Board
member should have copies of. and be acquaiutt.e. » ith:
1. the h%/aws of the .... School Association.
2. The Independent School 'Trustee Handbook authored by NAIS.
3. The Board of TrusteesHeadmaster Working Relationship authored by the Head-

master and the Board of Trustees of 19bts.
4. the .... Board of Trustees Working Philosophy.

B. At the (first) September Board meeting:
1. The Board president will discuss:

Li; The role of e%ery member.
tht the duties dear), committee.
tc) The planned object i%es and considerations for the ensuing year.
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2. The headmaster will outline:
tat His working relationship with the Board.
(h) The primal, objectives of the school in this year.
(e) The tasks and problems of pre-ent and fut ure concern.

3. And the entire Board shall welcome. consider and attempt to answer any questions
posed.

B. Roe/ msibilities of the head (from three different schools)

A. Duties. The headmaster. subject to the general supervision of the Board of Trustees.
shall hase plenary authority over the conduct and operation of the school. He shall be the
twilit of the faculty and shall have authority to employ and discharge teachers. instructors
and other employees (lithe school. subject to the approval of the Board, and shall be respon-
sible for the routine administration of the school. the determination and supervision of the
courses of study. the disciplining of pupils and generally for all things that may be necessary
for the proper conduct of the school.

B. The Board of Trustees is charged with responsibility to establish policy for the School
and has ultimate responsibility for execution of the policy established. Execution of policy
established by the Board and administration and operation of the School pursuant to such
policy is the responsibility of the Headmaster. His responsibility and authority includes cur
riculum. personnel. business administration. admissions, discipline, relations with parents.
alumni. community. other educational institutions and the general public, religious and
moral standards and training of the students. It is recognized that he may delegate many of
these functions to others on the staff and faculty to handle in accordance with his instructions.

The Headmaster will keep the Board of Trustees informed of developments in the school
through reports at regular meetings and special reports when necessary. He will consult with
the President of the Board, standing committees or others on the Board as circumstances
require between meetings of the Board. He will serve as ex-officio member of each standing
committee of the Board and assist the Board in long-range planning.

C. Duties and Authority. The He shall be the executive officer of the School. He
shall have full authority to prescribe the program and curriculum of the School, and it shall
be his exclusive responsibility to submit to the Board for its ado ice and consent the names of
all persons for appointment to the faculty of the School and for the discontinuance of service
ofam, member of the faculty of the School. The Headmaster shall engage and terminate the
employment of all employees of the School on behalf of the associaton other than members of
the faculty. upon such terms and conditions as the Board may approve. The Headmaster
shall have complete jurisdiction over the discipline of the students of the School. and he may
in his discretion in order to promote or maintain such discipline. suspend or expel any stu
dent from the School. The Headmaster shall have such other powers and duties as the Board
ma,.. from time to time. prescribe and determine.

C. Termination and review ( from two different schools)

A. AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF
ACADEMY, A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE
LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK (HEREUNDER CALLED THE "BOARD") AND
. . . . (HEREINAFTER CALLED THE "HEADMASTER"):
This agreement shall run from July I. 1972 to June 30, 1977 and shall be automatically ex
tended from year to year thereafter. This agreement may be cancelled by either party by
gt% ing the other party one year advance written notice of its desire to terminate this contract
effectwe June 30. 1973 or any June 30th subsequent thereto.
The President of the Board w ill meet formally with the Headmaster each year in May. and
whenever the Board has concerns about his work, to evaluate the Headmaster's performance
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01 his duties and express candidly an% concerns that the Board has. The President will then
report the results of such conferences to the Board of Trustees at their subsequent meeting.

B. I he term of sour cmplos ment shall be extended for successive peritxls of one year each
sublect to salary and benefit negotiation. In./atm:try of each year and prior to any renewal of
this agreement, sou sill meet and consult with the President of the Board of Trustees for a
restos of progress in achiesing goals and objectises which will he established annually for
sour ottiee and the school. Either party ma), at least sixty days prior to such annual review.
gise s mien notice to the other by registered mail of intention not to renew such employment.

. See Section I of sample contract. Asset,
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APPENDIX D

BOARDHEAD RELATIONSHIPS

1. From the policy handbook of a large coeducational independent day
school

I. Headmaster is prinarily responsible to the Board of Trustees and not to any individual
committee or member for the twelve-month operation of the School. Routinely, the Head-
master works closely with the President and the Executive Committee.

2. Headmaster and Board of Trustees must work within the By-Laws of the School Associ-
ation. The philosophy of the school as developed over the years should serve as a guide for the
future growth of the school.

3. Headmaster will work directly with individual members of the Board and with sub-
committees on specific problems. The Headmaster should report unusual problems to the
President of the Board or to the Executive Committee.

4. The Headma%. er is responsible for:
(a) Helping establish the school budget
tilt Adherence to the school budget
M Hiring and tiring of paid personnel of the school
WI The total program of the school
le) The safety rules of the school
tti The admission and emission policies of the school

5. Headmaster will make a report to the Board of Trustees each regular meeting. This
report v. ill keep the Board well in fivnted about what is happening at school.

h. 'Pie President of the Board may ask the Headmaster fora preview of his monthly report
prior to the meeting. To the degree possible. the President of the Board and the Headmaster
will communicate with each other prior to every meeting of the Board of Trustees to inform
each other of new business to he brought up at the meeting and any areas of discussion which
may he of particular interest or concern.

". Between regular meetings the Headmaster should report any unusual problems to the
President or proper subcommittee chairman.

M. The Headmaster will inform the faculty about any relevant nonconfidential discussion
and decisions made at a regular monthly meeting.

9. Each year. in November. the Executive Committee of the Board will evaluate the work
of the Headmaster. A yearly letter of reappointment will be sent to the Headmaster from the
President expressing the will of the Executive Committee.

10. The Executive Committee will inform the Headmaster of possible disagreement with
his performance and request a thorough discussion to determine what steps must be taken.
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I I. the Headmaster w ill inform the Executive Committee of any major problems interfer-
ing with the performance of his duty.

12. If eit her the Board of Trustees or the Headmaster wish to terminate their relationship.
the decision should be made in writing as early as possible in the school year, but hopefully a
sear before actual date.

September. 1972

2. Excerpts from a statement on the relationship between governing
bodies of schools and headmasters from an association of school heads in
another English-speaking country

Undemanding of the relative positions of the Governing Body and the Headmaster is
essential. Usually the Governors are charged by the Act of Incorporation or other constituent
document with the management and superintendence of the affairs. concerns and property
of the School and are required to act so as to promote the purposes for which the School is
established. The whole responsibility for its conduct rests upon them. While retaining in
their hands the control of financial and property matters. they delegate to the Headmaster
their duties and powers as regards discipline. courses of study. selection and management of
matt. and school actis ities generally. They should give him their confidence and allow him a
%ate freedom in the exercise of the powers entrusted to him; but they have the right and
obligation to be consulted on any matter of policy affecting the welfare of the School: and, if
a difference of slew upon such a matter arises between them and the Headmaster and all
efforts to resolve it fail. it is their view which must prevail.

Such differences will seldom occur. and. if they do. will be easily settled, it' each party
maintains the right attitude to the other. The relation should be one of complete trust. with
unfettered freedom of discussion. with a full understanding on the Headmaster's ran that
the ultimate responsibility is that of the Governing Body. and with a generous recognition by
the Governing Body that the Headmaster should he given full freedom in the carrying out of
his duties. In the day today running of the School in matters of local organisation and disci
Aline. and in the selection and management of staff, the Headmaster should not be under the
constraint of constant obsenation and criticism. The Headmaster on his side must inspire
the t;osernon with confidence that he can he relied upon to bring to their notice everything
which they should know ...bout the state of the School so that they may discharge their re-
sponsibilities.

The relationship indeed calls for constant wisdom and discretion on all sides.
Cases Mill occur in which a Governing Body or some of its members become to a greater or

lesser degree dissatisfied with the Headmaster. The faults may be on either side or on both
sides. [he Governors may have been misinformed, or mistaken in judgment. or impatient:
the Headmaster may be really tailing in one way or another to meet the requirements of his
position. Unless wisely handled, such a position may become one of real danger. In all !via-
tins between the Gus erning Body and the Headmaster, the key position is held by the Chair-
man set the Gus erning Body who must possess the confidence of both sides, do justice to both
sides and be reads to take the initiative % here necessary in bringing any causes of friction or
tension to fruitful discussion.
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APPENDIX E

THE ROLE OF THE BOARD

The manual referred to in Chapter I. note 13. is the Manual for School
Evaluation. published in 1972 by the Commission on Independent Sec-
ondary Schools of the New England Association of Schools and Colleges,
one of the six regional educational accrediting bodies in the United States.
Some of the questions under "The Role of the Governing Body" are:

3. Describe the orientation given to newly-elected members of the governing body.
either prior to or early in their period of service on the governing body.

4. What provisions are made for keeping members of the governing body abreast
of developments in education?

5. Attach a sample of the agenda of the most recent meeting of the governing
hod). How was this agenda developed?

b. Describe any committee structure established in the governing body.

How do various segments of the school community receive reports from the
governing body and / or its committees?

8. Describe a recent policy decision made by the governing body. How was the
matter initiated and by whom? What was the procedure used by the governing
both? What was the decision? How was this action made to those affected?

10. What responsibility does the governing body assume for evaluation of the chief
administrative officer? How are their conclusions transmitted to him and
by whom?

(Note. It may be added that questions of this type are also beginning to
appear in the evaluation processes carried on by regional associations of
independent schools.)
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APPENDIX F

SURVEY OF SCHOOL HEADS
CONCERNING BOARD MEMBERSHIP AND CONTRACTS

How many heads of schools are members of board of trustees? Should they
be members? Do school heads have written contracts? Should they? What
should the contract cover?

As these and other related questions were being asked with increasing
frequency by both trustees and heads. NAIS undertook in the winter of
1973-74 to obtain, through a questionnaire to the heads of schools. a pic-
ture of current practice. The findings below are based on information and
opinions supplied by 620 school heads-75% of those to whom the ques-
tionnaire was sentas well as a number of trustee chairmen whose views

were solicited.

I. Board nembership. The first question asked for the head's status,
whether as a full member of the board of trustees, an ex officio member
(and in this case whether with or without the right to vote), or not a
member. and for comments on the advantages or disadvantages of the
status. The returns from 604 heads were as follows:

No.

Full member 167 28

Ex officio member
Voting 67 11

Nonvoting 153 25
Did not say 34 6

421 70
Not a member 183 30

604

It is of interest to note that of the 70% who were members. full or ex
officio. of their boards, slightly more than half (56%) had voting rights.
Put negatively, over half of all the heads (counting nonmembers and non-
voting ex oftiew member ;) ere without voting rights.

Of those commenting on their status. the vast majority-277 to 20
liked it. whatever it was. Here are some sample comments.
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From those who are flan members
a. I am totally involved in all policy decisions. Also it makes me one

of the team. not "merely" an "employee."
h. Am working with the trustees. and not for or against them.
c. Am not simply an employee directed to implement policy; I'm ex-

pected to direct policy-making and to lead.
d. Full membership underscores the cooperative relationship be-

tween trustees and head. Any other kind of membership points up
the employer-employee relationship, which is not conducive of the
fullest trust and confidence.

From those not hoard members or not having a vote
a. I do not think 1 should be (a member). Clarity of role is essential.

I am employed by the trustees as the educational leader of the
school and its chief administrative officer.

b. The chief advantage seems to me that I cannot vote. therefore, I
am never forced into the position of siding with one group or an-
other.

c. I have a detachment that is useful To be able to say, "The Trust-
ees decided . . ." is a great help at times.

d. I was asked to be on the board but preferred to have the vacancy
tilled with a new board member.

From those.feeling it makes little or no difference whether or not the head .

is a member or has a vote
a. Membership is neither good nor bada vote is only important to

break a tie. and that would indicate too sharp a division; better
not bring it to a vote.

b. Relationship between head and chairman is .far more important
than status on the hoard.

c. I've worked with boards in both waysmember and nonrnember.
It doesn't make any difference. (This view was voiced several
times.)

There was no significant expression of opinion about "full" member-
ship versus t ,x officio status. In general. there was very little dissatisfac-
tion. There were many comments like "comfortable." "happy," "see no
advantage." "no problem."

U. Contract status. The next question asked the school helds, "Which of
the following apply to your contractual arrangements with the Board?"

No. %
Formal contract 114 19
Letter of agreement 148
Nothing in writing 329 56

591
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Of those working under a formal contract, not quite half were on a one-
year contract, the others on two-, three-, four-, or five-year contracts, with
two's and three's predominating. Although more than half checked
"nothing in writing." it should be noted that many of these indicated that
initially (when they were first appointed) there had been a contract or a
letter of agreement. Others noted that their reappointment, and often
their salary, were annually recorded in the board's minutes.

III. Desirability of formal contract. Another question asked, "Do you
favor a formal contractual relationship between head and board? Why or
why not?"

No. %
Yes 326 62
No 178 34
Neutral or

undecided 19 4
523

Many of the "No" answers were rendered in terms of particular circum-
stances. as CN id en ced by comments like "not for me," "not here," "not in
this situation." Others seemed to think of a contract principally as an
instrument committing board and head to a term of years. A number of
others. while registering a "No" answer because of their mu relationship
with their board, hedged on the general question with comments like "not
for me. but for my successor," "not here, but if I went elsewhere," "''or
future headmasters 'Yes,' for me 'No.'" Other replies were more clear-cut.

From those. definitely in.favor of a contract
a. Boards of Trustees change and understandings or even goals pre-

viously agreed upon can be forgotten very easily and quickly,
(There were many comments about avoiding misunderstanding,)

h. Yes. A contract helps to avoid any conflict with relation to areas of
responsibility, relationship with the board, period of employment,
salary and fringe benefits, termination of employment.

c. The document should include a precise job description, showing
just what the head is and is not responsible for executing.

d. Yesto protect the head in the termination process, and second
to create a reason for the board to evaluate the head's performance
at least once a year.

From those opposed
a. This is one area left in which agreements between gentlemen are

still binding. If there are philosophical differences no legal con-
tract is going to salvage administrative difficulties.

b. If relationships are sound, contracts are unimportant. (There were
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many in this vein about trust, respect, cooperation. Without them
a contract is worthless.)

c. No. The insecurity keeps you on your toes!

From some neither wholly.* nor wholly against
a. Yesfor a new head.
b. Yeswhen first hired.
c. Would want one for first three years, then live by my performance.
d. Yes. if board sees head as an employee; no, if board sees head as

part of the "team."

Is a contract "professional "? (two sharply contrasting views)
a. Anything less than a contract lacks professionalism.
h. A contract is unprofessional and unnecessary.

IV. Contract review. "Is contract or agreement (written or oral) reviewed
and renewed, annually of periodically, and with or by whom?"

No. %
Yesannually 333 70
% esperiodically 77 16
No 66 14

476

Nearly a quarter of Close who returned the questionnaire (144 out of
620) did not answer this question at all. Among the affirmative answers
that were recorded, the kind of review provided could not readily be iden-
tified. Some spoke of an item it, the board's minutes, which suggests one
kind; .ethers of a note from the treasurer specifying salary and benefits for
the ensuing year. which indicates another; there were others who men-
tioned a brief (perhaps perfunctory) meeting with the board president;
and still others obviously had a full-scale and frank discussion and review
of the head's (and the board's) performance. It was not clear, therefore,
what proportion of the affirmative votes were from heads who had the
satisfaction of this last type.

From iwo who clearly did
a. The executive committee of the trustees meets without me to dis-

cuss my job and then the president of the trustees discusses with
me the comments made.

b. I ask for and receive a performance evaluation every year. This is
done informally by the President. who incidentally also asks me to
evaluate him and the board.

From two w/u did not
a. I have oftenfelt very lonely in my job, and the lack of any reaction
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praise or blamehas made the loneliness more acute. Some
periodic review of how the head is doing would be appreciated.

b. More emphasis could he placed on annual evaluations of the head
by the president or chairman. in much the same way faculty come
up for review by the headmaster.

As for the "with or by whom" question. the head of the board of trustees
chairman or presidentwas met:tioned most often (1b3 cases): the
executite committee or the full hoard. with about the salmi: number be-
tween them (161 cases): and the rest were scattered: the board president

ith others. education committee. instruction committee. persuni:el com-
mittee. finance committee. treasurer.

V. Terminqrnm procedures. (1) "Does your contract or agreement stip-
ulate procedures to be Followed in the event either you or the Board
chooses to terminate the contract?" and (2) "Do you feel that such provi-
sion is desiraole ?"

To que.stiin., 1: the response was overwhelmingly in the negative, with
4n3 fh3";)) answering "No." and only 94 (17%) answering "Yes."

To question 2. response was strc.ngly affirmative. with 311 (73%)
toting' Yes." and I lh (2",) voting "No." indicating clearly that a sub-
st a Tula! majority of those who do not have such an understanding feel that
it would be desirable.

Sonic of the comments showed that the writers were thinking primarily
of termination resulting from a crisis situation.

In himr ul pwmalizing terminatitm pnwedures
a. number of abrupt and poorly handled terminations recently

indicate the functional inadequacy of the concept of a "gentle-
men's agreement" in times of strain.

h. Yes. to protect the head from the decisions which may be made in
haste during a crisis situation.

omumednrdimbriu/
a. the kinds of people who will have problems dissolving the con-

tractual relationship will have those troubles whether or not there
are written provisions.

b. A good hoard will see that you are treated properly, a poor board
probably will not.

In our %iew . there can hardly be standard procedures for termination
"in times of strain." for eery situation will have its own special circum-
s.ances. There can, however, he written into a contract, a letter of agree-
ment. or the by -laws. a section about how "normal- termination is to he
handled. whether initiated by the head or by the school, with provision for



due notice in ample time to protect both parties. Set Appendix C. "Ter-
mination and Review." for samples from two actual contracts.

The problem of a separation without due notice ninges on questions of
financial settlements and protection of the reputations of the school and
the head from avoidable damage. These belong more in the realm of ethics
than in that of stipulations in a contract.

In conclusion, we return to the annual review and evaluation as a desir-
able and constructive process for both head and board, a potential safety
tial t. that forestalls explosions. In its best form, it can mean a thorough
and helpful evaluation session. formal or informal, that gives the head a
clear idea of where he stands, where he is doing well, and where his per-
forniance is not up to the board's hopes and expectations. and in general
clears the way for understanding and cooperation for the next year. At the
came time. the head can make any comments he wishes about the board's
performance. It amounts to an airing of any and all concerns of the board
and the head.
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